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Resumo  

A principal forma de se caracterizar a diversidade biológica é através da sua 

operacionalização por métricas de diversidade. Apesar da grande quantidade de métricas 

presentes na literatura, estas nos trazem apenas uma visão restrita das dimensões 

individuais da biodiversidade. Uma visão integrada, que relacione estas diferentes 

dimensões através de um mesmo arcabouço analítico ainda constitui uma lacuna na 

descrição da biodiversidade. Desta forma, surge a necessidade da integração destas 

métricas, de modo que possamos aproximar a forma como operacionalizamos (as partes) 

da maneira como a definimos biodiversidade (o todo). Portanto, nesta tese apresento, 

primeiramente, os problemas relacionados à caracterização da diversidade biológica, 

questionando se as métricas de diversidade estão sendo combinadas de maneira a otimizar 

a informação obtida da biodiversidade (Capítulo 1), de modo a considerar suas diferentes 

dimensões. Para tanto, realizamos uma revisão sistemática das métricas de diversidade 

utilizadas para caracterização de comunidades biológicas nos últimos 15 anos. 

Caracterizamos o padrão de utilização conjunta de métricas de diversidade e revelamos a 

predominância de um padrão redundante de utilização de métricas para a descrição da 

biodiversidade. Este problema, em conjunto com a identificação de falhas metodológicas 

nos métodos que visam a integração das métricas de diversidade, nos conduziu ao 

Capítulo 2. Nele desenvolvemos uma abordagem integrada para a avaliação da 

biodiversidade através de métricas de diversidade, que considera a complementariedade 

e a quantidade de variação que as métricas capturam da biodiversidade. Este arcabouço 

integrado está baseado na quantificação do conceito de dimensionalidade – a quantidade 

de dimensões necessárias para descrever efetivamente a biodiversidade através de 

métricas e quanto estas métricas são informativas. Desenvolvemos este arcabouço 

analítico através da união de dois métodos para quantificação da dimensionalidade 
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(Evenness of Eigenvalues e Importance Values) e mostramos que, quando utilizados em 

conjunto, a dimensionalidade pode ser descrita de maneira mais efetiva que por métodos 

propostos anteriormente. Por fim, apresentamos uma nova família de métricas para 

quantificação da diversidade beta que captura os componentes taxonômico, funcional e 

filogenético na variação da biodiversidade (Capítulo 3). Essas métricas foram obtidas a 

partir da extensão de um método existente restrito a quantificação de diversidade beta 

taxonômica. Além de mostrar a efetividade dessas novas métricas na representação de 

padrões, mostramos como podem descrever padrões na variação da diversidade gerados 

por processos ecológicos e evolutivos, bem como apontamos caminhos futuros sobre 

como podem integrar os diferentes componentes da variação da diversidade beta 

(Conclusões e direções futuras). De forma geral, este trabalho avança no campo da 

caracterização da diversidade biológica por apontar um problema recorrente nos estudos 

de biodiversidade e propor um arcabouço integrado baseado na quantificação da 

dimensionalidade da biodiversidade como solução para este e outros problemas 

envolvendo a integração de métricas de diversidade, possibilitando assim a mensuração 

de novos padrões de diversidade beta usando as novas medidas propostas. 

Palavras-chave: métricas de diversidade, dimensionalidade, diversidade Beta, métodos 

quantitativos, cienciometria. 
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ABSTRACT 

Diversity metrics consists in the main tool used for biodiversity quantification. Despite 

the great number of diversity metrics present in ecological literature, they bring only a 

limited picture based on individual dimensions of biodiversity. An integrated proposition 

that relates the different dimensions of biological diversity still lacks in the biodiversity 

investigation. It is time to seek for this integrated solution capable to approximate the way 

in which we operationalize biological diversity to the manner in which we define its 

concept. Therefore, in this work we present, firstly, the main problems related to 

biodiversity assessment, asking how diversity metrics are being used to describe 

biological diversity (Chapter 1). We offer a systematic review of diversity metrics used 

to characterize biological communities in the last 15 years. With this data we characterize 

the pattern of co-utilization of diversity metrics and revealed that the prevalent pattern is 

the joint use of redundant metrics to describe biodiversity. This problem, jointly with the 

identification of methodological issues in the available frameworks that propose an 

integration of diversity metrics, lead to the Chapter 2 of this work, in which we developed 

an integrated approach to relate diversity metrics considering both correlation and 

variation component of a concept know as dimensionality - the number of dimensions 

needed to effectively describe biodiversity through diversity metrics. We obtain this 

analytical framework by merging two different approaches used to quantify the 

dimensionality (Evenness of Eigenvalues and Importance Values), showing that, when 

used together, the dimensionality can be effectively describe, filling the gap presented in 

the previous methods. Finally, we presented a new family of beta diversity metrics that 

captures (Chapter 3) taxonomic, functional and phylogenetic dimensions of diversity. 

These metrics are obtained through a simple extension of an existing framework to 

taxonomic beta diversity. Besides to show the effectiveness of these metrics to reveal 
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patterns of variation of functional, phylogenetic and taxonomic diversity we pointed for 

potential uses of these metrics to seek for an integrated framework for beta diversity 

(Conclusions and future directions). Our work moves forward in the field of diversity 

assessment by revealing a recurrent problem in biological characterization through 

diversity metrics, offering a solution for this problem, and more broadly, an unifying tool 

for dimensionality assessment. Besides we offer new possibilities for quantification of 

beta diversity considering its multiple dimensions. 

Key-words: diversity metrics, dimensionality, Beta-diversity, quantitative methods, 

scientometric. 
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Lista de Figuras 

Capítulo 1 

Figura 1. Flowchart indicating all steps necessary to obtain the pattern of diversity 

metrics use in community ecology literature. Step 1 consists in the assembling of  matrix 

M, step 2 and 3 comprises, respectively, the calculation of the number of metrics co-

occurrence and the calculation of an equivalence matrix used in step 4, that consists in 

apply a clustering method to obtain the groups of metrics and finally, tests the sharpness 

of each group by means of density calculation (step 5). The details of each step were 

presented in the methods section of the main text. 

Figura 2. Dendrogram of diversity metrics reflecting the probability of their joint use in 

community ecology works realized in the last 13 years. Besides each cluster we report 

the values of density and the dimensions of biological diversity that the diversity metrics 

that assemble the clusters represent. Some items on the dendrogram represents a group of 

various metrics that were put together to simplify the analysis (e.g. Beta diversity indices 

reunite all beta diversity metrics, Similarity indexes reunite all similarity index that have 

only one occurrence in the sampled works). Abbreviations for diversity metrics are in 

Table S1 of Appendix 2 in supplementary material. 

Capítulo 2 

Figura 1. A) A set of communities described by two diversity metrics (Metric 1 and 

Metric 2) that are highly correlated. This pattern of correlation can be related to two 

diversity metrics that account for similar amounts of variation in the reduced biodiversity 

space (B, high redundancy), or be a situation in which one metric has disproportional 

importance for capturing variation in biodiversity space (C, low redundancy). 
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Figura 2. Schematic representation of simulated scenarios and expected outcomes for EE 

and IV. The abscissa represents the variation component of dimensionality. 

Metacommunities were simulated to show similar values of variation among metrics 

(lower left quadrant) or different values of variation among metrics (lower right 

quadrant), so that, respectively, similar and different IV values among diversity metrics 

are expected. The ordinate represents the correlation component of dimensionality. 

Metacommunities were simulated that had metrics with high (upper right panel) and low 

correlation, so that, respectively, low and high EE values are expected. 

Figura 3. Bar plots showing IV and EE calculated for metacommunities simulated 

according different scenarios (HiC/EqV, HiC/DifV, LoC/EqV and LoC/DifV) using PD, 

FD and richness metrics in matrix M. For each of these scenarios situations were 

presented in which the metrics contribute similarly or unequally in biodiversity space ( 

variation in ordinate axis) and are highly or lowly correlated (variation in abscissa axis). 

Figura 4. IV profile for marsupial and cricetid mammal communities from South 

America calculated using matrix M containing eight diversity metrics. Bar height 

corresponds to the mean IV for each diversity metric while lines represent 95% 

confidence intervals, both calculated via a bootstrap procedure. 

Figure 5. Values of EE and evenness of IV calculated for four different configurations of 

matrix M. Symbols represent mean values for each matrix configuration while lines 

represent confidence intervals. Bar graphics represent IV profiles calculated for matrix 

M with all metrics of diversity; functional metrics and richness; phylogenetic metrics and 

richness; and functional and phylogenetic metrics. Bars represent means while lines 

represent confidence intervals obtained via a bootstrap procedure applied to each matrix 

M. 
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Capítulo 3 

Figura 1. Steps and numerical structures needed extend the BD framework for b-

diversity. Solid boxes represent the original numerical structures presented in Legendre 

& De Cáceres (2013) to calculate BD, while dashed boxes comprise the matrices used in 

this paper to extend the original framework. The resemblance matrices Sf and Sp are 

necessary to obtain two matrices that describe communities by their trait (X) and 

phylogenetic (P) composition by means of fuzzy weighting. Distance matrices obtained 

from P and X are then used to obtain phylogenetic (PLCBD) or trait-based (XLCBD) 

measures of local contribution for beta diversity, respectively with the equations indicated 

in arrows. 

Figura 2. Schematic representation of all simulation scenarios used to test the metrics 

proposed in this work. W represents a metacommunity that is generated by a simulation 

process, P and X represents functional and phylogenetic structure of metacommunity. 

When a given component of diversity presented variation in the metacommunity we 

assigned the number 1, on the contrary we attribute 0 in the table. The performance tested 

with each one of the scenarios (type I, power or both) is specified beside each scenario. 

Figura 3. Map showing the distribution of LCBD, PLCBD and XLCBD values for fish 

communities of Ivinhema River Basin. Each point represents a combination of values of 

local contribution for the three dimensions. The redder the color the greater the 

uniqueness of a community regarding taxonomic composition; the greener the color the 

greater uniqueness regarding clade composition; the bluer the color the greater the 

uniqueness regarding functional composition. Communities that presented significant 

values for PLCBD and XLCBD for site and taxa shuffle are represented by points with, 

respectively, crossed circles and triangles. 
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Conclusões gerais 

Figura 1. Representação esquemática de diferentes cenários envolvendo o arcabouço 

metodológico para avaliação da dimensionalidade. Cada letra no interior das caixas indica 

uma dimensão da biodiversidade (F, T e P – funcional, taxonômica e filogenética, 

respectivamente). Os gráficos de pontos ilustram o padrão de correlação entre as métricas, 

enquanto que as caixas ilustram a quantidade de variação que cada métrica de diversidade 

apresenta no espaço total da biodiversidade. O eixo da abscissa corresponde ao 

componente de correlação, enquanto a ordenada indica o componente de variação. O 

quadrante IV compreende o cenário de maior dimensionalidade por apresentar baixa 

correlação entre as métricas e cada métrica apresentar uma porção semelhante de variação 

do total. Por outro lado, o quadrante II apresenta a menor dimensionalidade. Ao lado de 

cada quadrante listamos possíveis fatores que podem gerar os padrões de 

dimensionalidade. 

Lista de Tabelas 
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and their components XLCBD and PLCBD calculated with raw data approach. 
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Equação 2. Equação utilizada para obtenção da estatística de densidade de cada grupo 

formado na análise de agrupamento. 
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Equação 1. Equação para cálculo do índice de dimensionalidade EE. 

Equação 2. Equação para cálculo do índice de dimensionalidade IV. 

Equação 3. Equação do modelo linear que relaciona os valores de IV com as dimensões 

da diversidade biológica. 
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Equação 1. Equação utilizada para obtenção da soma dos quadrados totais presentes em 

uma matriz de distâncias.  
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quadrados totais. 

Equação 3. Equação utilizada para obtenção da matrix G, utilizada para cálculo dos 
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Introdução Geral 

Nesta primeira seção exponho os principais fundamentos teóricos que conduziram as 

questões levantadas nesta tese e as respectivas soluções que desenvolvemos. Visto que a 

investigação científica parte de uma ideia ou conceito estabelecido (paradigma), 

questionando sua validade a partir da identificação de lacunas e propondo soluções que 

promovem o avanço do campo de conhecimento (Kuhn, 1962), iniciamos identificando o 

problema relacionado à mensuração da diversidade biológica por meio do uso de métricas 

de diversidade (Capítulo 1). A partir deste problema, em conjunto com outras 

inconsistências identificadas nos estudos que envolvem a quantificação do conceito 

denominado dimensionalidade da biodiversidade, que por sua vez é central para 

integração das diferentes métricas da diversidade, derivamos soluções metodológicas 

para sua resolução (Capítulo 2) bem como a proposição de novas métricas de diversidade 

que consideram a multidimensionalidade presente na biodiversidade. Finalizo apontando 

caminhos possíveis que podem ser trilhados a partir dos resultados apresentados neste 

estudo (Conclusão e direções futuras). Apesar de 3 capítulos distintos, apresentados no 

formato de artigos, todos têm como ponto de intersecção a operacionalização do conceito 

de biodiversidade através de métricas de diversidade. Portanto, inicio a contextualização 

teórica destacando o problema central que permeia todos os capítulos, denominado 

paradoxo da diversidade biológica. 

O paradoxo da diversidade biológica 

Em ecologia, a operacionalização do conceito de diversidade biológica usa métricas de 

diversidade. A utilização dessas métricas para quantificar aspectos referentes à 

biodiversidade corresponde a uma simplificação necessária e indispensável no processo 

de descrição de padrões da biodiversidade (Magurran and McGill, 2011), bem como no 

desenvolvimento de teorias ecológicas (e.g. Colwell, 2000). A simples contagem do 
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número de espécies presentes em um determinado local, conhecido como riqueza de 

espécies, é o descritor mais utilizado para expressar a diversidade biológica, sendo que, 

historicamente muitas questões de grande importância relativas à distribuição da 

diversidade foram elucidadas (MacArthur e Wilson, 1967; Rahbek, 2005) a partir dessa 

representação da biodiversidade. A riqueza como descritor da biodiversidade tem 

tamanha aceitação que por muitas vezes encontramos ela sendo utilizada para expressar 

o próprio conceito de biodiversidade (Magurran, 2010). Porém, notavelmente a partir dos 

anos 90, outras formas de se quantificar a biodiversidade surgiram motivadas pelo 

reconhecimento de que a contagem do número de espécies se trata de um descritor 

incompleto da biodiversidade. Métricas que consideram outras características da 

diversidade biológica, como, por exemplo, o parentesco evolutivo entre as espécies ou a 

variação de características fenotípicas (Faith, 1992; Petchey and Gaston, 2006) surgem 

na literatura, ampliando assim a possibilidade de descrição da biodiversidade e 

evidenciando cada vez mais a necessidade de caracterização de suas múltiplas dimensões. 

O surgimento de novas métricas para quantificação da biodiversidade é contínuo. 

Ao passo que sua representação através de diferentes métricas possibilitou um avanço em 

relação a capacidade de descrição de padrões de biodiversidade (Cianciaruso et al., 2009; 

Colzani et al., 2013; Faith, 1992; Webb et al., 2002), alguns autores defendem que a 

grande quantidade de métricas mais confunde que revela os aspectos importantes 

referentes a biodiversidade (Rousseau et al., 1999). O fundamento subjacente a esta 

afirmação baseia-se no fato de que, apesar de conhecermos cada vez mais formas de 

representar as diferentes partes da biodiversidade, este conhecimento acumulado não 

contribui na mesma proporção para uma compreensão do todo do qual fazem parte. Este 

fenômeno é aqui denominado como paradoxo da diversidade. 
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Uma analogia que ilustra de maneira clara o paradoxo da diversidade é o conto 

hindu dos homens e o elefante (Magurran and McGill, 2011). Quatro homens são 

vendados e colocados com um elefante à sua frente. Sem saber de que animal se trata lhes 

é pedido que descreva o que estão tocando. Para tanto, cada um pode tocar apenas uma 

parte do animal, resultando em respostas enviesadas pela parte do elefante em que cada 

homem tocou, de modo que nenhum dos homens entre em consenso sobre o animal a sua 

frente. No contexto dos estudos de biodiversidade os cientistas podem ser comparados 

aos homens vendados, que tocam apenas uma parte (métricas de diversidade) do elefante 

(biodiversidade), sem entrar em um consenso sobre o todo que estamos tentando 

descrever (Magurran and McGill, 2011). 

A noção de que a biodiversidade é um conceito que apresenta múltiplas dimensões 

e, portanto devemos representá-lo através de diferentes métricas é consenso, porém, a 

questão que emerge dado o paradoxo da diversidade é: qual a melhor forma de combinar 

as diversas representações de diversidade biológica, de modo que possamos ter uma 

melhor descrição do todo (descobrir o elefante ao invés de suas partes individuais)? Uma 

solução utópica envolveria a simplificação da biodiversidade em uma única métrica que 

abarcasse todas suas fontes de variação. Seria a panaceia dos problemas envolvendo a 

biodiversidade e sua representação. Porém, entre o ideal utópico e a aproximação 

imperfeita, porém factível, ficamos com a segunda. Esta segunda opção envolve a 

integração das múltiplas fontes de variação da diversidade biológica representadas pelas 

métricas de diversidade. Neste contexto a proposta oferecida por Ricotta (2005), traz 

consigo o fundamento teórico e operacional necessário para o desenvolvimento 

metodológico desta abordagem integrada, e dado sua importância trataremos dela com 

mais detalhes na seção seguinte. 

O modelo de Ricotta como solução para o paradoxo da diversidade 
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A par do problema gerado pelo paradoxo da diversidade, Ricotta (2005), em seu trabalho 

intitulado “Through the jungle of biological diversity” (Através da natureza da 

diversidade biológica), oferece uma definição operacional da biodiversidade para integrar 

as diferentes dimensões em um mesmo arcabouço analítico. Ricotta argumenta que, dada 

a grande discordância sobre sua verdadeira natureza, a biodiversidade pode ser definida 

como “um conjunto de medidas estatísticas utilizadas para quantificar diferentes aspectos 

da estrutura de comunidades”. Esta definição serve como um modelo operacional que 

reúne em uma única estrutura numérica as diferentes formas de quantificação da 

biodiversidade, ou seja, se pudéssemos reunir todas as métricas de diversidade existentes, 

esta estrutura numérica seria a representação da própria biodiversidade. Denominamos 

esta estrutura como matriz M.  

A matriz M trata-se da estrutura numérica central para o desenvolvimento de 

métodos integrados para análise da biodiversidade. Veremos nas seções posteriores, bem 

como nos artigos que ela representa a fonte de informação numérica da qual utilizamos 

para o desenvolvimento de métodos que visam relacionar as diferentes métricas de 

diversidade. Desta maneira, esta tese apresenta como proposta central métodos que 

extraem informações da biodiversidade que podem ser obtidas a partir do modelo 

operacional representado pela matriz M. Porém, como o título desta tese sugere, 

primeiramente revelamos os problemas associados à forma como a biodiversidade vem 

sendo caracterizada, ou melhor, como a matriz M vem sendo construída para representar 

a biodiversidade nos estudos de ecologia de comunidades. 

Identificando problemas relacionados à operacionalização da biodiversidade 

 Utilizando o modelo operacional oferecido por Ricotta, poderíamos nos perguntar 

qual seria a combinação adequada de métricas que otimiza a informação presente na 
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matriz M? É consenso na literatura que a integração de diferentes métricas de diversidade 

deve seguir um critério de complementariedade, ou seja, as métricas devem capturar 

porções complementares da informação presente na diversidade biológica (Lamb et al., 

2009; Lyashevska e Farnsworth, 2012; Saito et al., 2015). Porém, o critério da 

complementariedade é realmente levado em consideração no momento que diferentes 

métricas são utilizadas em conjunto? Em outras palavras, os estudos que envolvem a 

descrição da biodiversidade o fazem com o intuito de maximizar a informação presente 

na matriz M? Caso não, podemos afirmar que os estudos que visam caracterizar a 

diversidade biológica estão subestimando a informação presente na diversidade biológica. 

Este é o questionamento que nos conduz ao Capítulo 1 desta tese. Apesar da importância 

da utilização do critério de complementariedade na decisão das métricas a serem 

utilizadas para caracterização da biodiversidade (Magurran, 2004), até o momento não há 

uma avaliação empírica para entender se este critério vem sendo aplicado. Portanto, 

apresentamos no Capítulo 1 a primeira avaliação empírica sobre o uso de métricas de 

diversidade para caracterização da biodiversidade, onde focamos, especificamente, na 

avaliação da maneira com que as métricas estão sendo combinadas nos estudos que visam 

a caracterização da diversidade biológica em nível de comunidades. Este estudo foi 

realizado a partir de uma revisão sistemática de trabalhos que caracterizaram a 

diversidade biológica em nível de comunidades usando métricas de diversidade. Com 

essa informação nos perguntamos: como as métricas são combinadas para a descrição da 

diversidade biológica? A resposta para esta questão nos revela um problema relacionado 

ao uso redundante de métricas de diversidade, e nos conduz ao Capítulo 2 desta tese. 

Em busca de soluções 

Os resultados encontrados no Capítulo 1 referentes ao uso redundante de métricas 

de diversidade, juntamente com a identificação de vieses existentes nas propostas para 
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integração da diversidade biológica para resolução do paradoxo da diversidade, conduziu 

ao segundo capítulo, que consiste nas soluções propostas para tais problemas. Estas 

soluções foram obtidas a partir do desenvolvimento de um novo arcabouço analítico 

integrado que resolve vieses presentes em métodos anteriores (Stevens e Tello, 2014) 

referentes à mensuração da dimensionalidade da diversidade biológica. 

A dimensionalidade corresponde a uma característica inerente da biodiversidade 

e pode ser definida como a quantidade mínima de informação necessária para descrever 

de maneira suficiente a biodiversidade. A dimensionalidade requer necessariamente uma 

visão integrada de biodiversidade, pois assume que as métricas de diversidade 

correspondem apenas a partes de informação de um todo. Consequentemente, a 

operacionalização da dimensionalidade passa pela integração das diferentes métricas de 

diversidade, que por sua vez pode ser obtida a partir da extração de informações presentes 

na matriz M. Métodos anteriores que propuseram a integração da biodiversidade visaram 

justamente a operacionalização da dimensionalidade (Wilsey et al., 2002, Stevens e Tello, 

2014; Stevens e Gavilanez, 2015), porém, mostraremos no Capítulo 2 como o não 

reconhecimento de componentes importantes presentes na dimensionalidade pode 

conduzir a conclusões equivocadas sobre esta característica da biodiversidade (Tabela S1 

mostra trabalhos que visaram a integração de métricas de diversidade a partir da matriz 

M). A partir da identificação dos componentes adequados para operacionalização da 

dimensionalidade, propusemos um novo arcabouço analítico que soluciona os problemas 

apresentados nos métodos anteriores para quantificação da dimensionalidade. 

 A busca por soluções que envolvem a descrição da biodiversidade em suas 

diferentes dimensões se estende ao Capítulo 3, onde desenvolvemos novas propostas para 

quantificação da diversidade Beta. Desta maneira, com o intuito de ampliar a gama de 

possibilidades de descrição da biodiversidade de modo a considerar a sua natureza 
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multidimensional, no Capítulo 3 desta tese derivamos uma nova família de métricas de 

diversidade capazes de capturar efetivamente a variação presente em diferentes níveis de 

organização biológica (espécies, comunidades e metacomunidades) bem como dimensões 

da biodiversidade (taxonômica, funcional e filogenética). Para tanto utilizamos a junção 

de dois arcabouços estatísticos, o primeiro proposto por Legendre e De Cáceres (2013) 

para quantificação da diversidade Beta, com o método de ponderação por grupos difusos 

(Pillar et al. 2009). Demonstramos como a utilização destes dois métodos possibilita a 

obtenção de novas medidas de diversidade beta que carregam consigo as vantagens 

presentes no método proposto por Legendre e De Cáceres, considerando a 

multidimensionalidade da variação biológica. 

 Concluímos esta tese mostrando as novas possibilidades que os resultados 

alcançados abrem no caminho da integração dos diferentes componentes da diversidade, 

de modo a conciliar as diferentes métricas de diversidade com a visão holística necessária 

para uma melhor compreensão do conceito de diversidade biológica.
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Abstract 

Diversity metrics comprises the main tool that community ecologists use to describe 

patterns related to biodiversity, test the process and mechanisms generating these patterns 

and support conservation actions. Biodiversity is inherently multidimensional, requiring 

different diversity metrics to encompass the variation present in its different dimensions. 

Many metrics are currently available, and it is desirable that the choice be guided by an 

objective criterion. The complementarity approach, which consists in the selection of 

metrics capturing different sources of variation in biodiversity, can guide this choice. 

However, despite effective, we do not know if the complementarity is really being used 

as a guide in the choice of diversity metrics. In this work we investigated to what extent 

diversity metrics have been used in a complementary or redundant manner. We performed 

a systematical review in community ecology literature published in the last 15 years to 

access the patterns of use of diversity metrics, specifically, to assess how the diversity 

metrics are combined to operationalize biodiversity concept. Based on the number of 

times that diversity metrics have to be used together in the same work, we performed a 

classification that represented groups of diversity metrics frequently used together. The 

classification method used in this work (called co-metric analysis) revealed a 

predominance of redundant use of diversity metrics in community ecology assessment. 

As a take-home message we highlight the need to a twist in the way that diversity metrics 

are combined to represent the variation in biological diversity, being guided by the 

complementary approach and by combining metrics that represent different dimensions 

of biological variation. 

Key-words: biological measurement, biological diversity, co-word analysis, 

scientometric.  
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Introduction 

Diversity metrics are the main tool used to characterize biodiversity at community level 

(Magurran, 2010), revealing ecological patterns (e.g. Safi et al. 2011) and supporting 

conservation decisions (e.g. Faith, 1992; Hidasi-Neto et al., 2013; Mazel et al., 2017). 

Since biological diversity is a multidimensional concept and each diversity metric 

provides a limited picture of one or few biodiversity dimensions, an effective 

characterization of biological diversity generally involves the use of multiples diversity 

metrics together in order to join the pieces in a satisfactory representation of the 

biodiversity (Wilson, 1997).  

Biological diversity assessment is defined by Magurran (2011) as being a two-

step process: the choice of the diversity metric to be used and the analysis of the 

distribution of this metric in space and/or time. Here we will focus on the first step, which 

is an important decision since the diversity metrics may express distinct information of 

biological diversity and, consequently, the insights gained in the characterization of 

ecological communities can be different depending on the metrics used. Ecological 

literature offers a myriad of diversity metrics that allows for the characterization of a 

number axes of variation in community composition (e.g. Faith 1990, Petchey and Gaston 

2002, Botta-Dukat 2005, Laliberte et al. 2010, Jost and Chao, 2004; Presley et al., 2014) 

making the choice of diversity metrics not a trivial task. An objective criterion in the 

choose of diversity metrics is the complementarity approach, in which the rationale is 

based on the selection of diversity metrics capturing different portion of variation present 

at community level, in other words, the complementarity criterion implies in selecting 

diversity metrics that are not correlated. 

Complementarity is a central concept in the design of conservation strategies, 

since it optimizes the amount of information to be protected of a taxonomic group in a 
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given region (Daru et al. 2015; DeVictor et al. 2010; Saito et al. 2015). Since the level of 

correlation varies among diversity metrics, indicating that some of them describes 

redundant information and others are complementary (Lyashevska, 2010; Gallardo et al., 

2011; Lamb et al., 2009), the use of complementary metrics are of pivotal interest in order 

to maximize the amount of information that can be acquired from biological communities 

For example, Saito et al. (2015) showed that integrating functional, phylogenetic and 

taxonomic metrics of diversity provides complementary information on biodiversity in 

monitoring programs. Daru et al. (2015) and Devictor et al. (2010) showed that, 

respectively, for trees and birds, functional, phylogenetic and taxonomic dimensions 

represents spatial mismatches, being an empirical evidence that a complementary 

approach must be adopted in order to capture the variation present in biodiversity at 

community level. Beyond the conservation perspective, Lyashevska and Farnsworth 

(2012) showed that biodiversity is best described when using a combination of metrics 

representing three dimensions of variation, being functional, taxonomic and phylogenetic. 

Consequently, the complementary approach has both practical and theoretical reasons to 

be adopt in the choice of diversity metrics. 

Therefore, its clear that the complementary approach can be adopted as a guide in 

the first step of biological assessment, nevertheless, until now we have no empirical 

evidence of how frequent the complementary approach is adopted in ecological studies 

in community ecology after in view of the numerous diversity metrics. An empirical 

evaluation of how the choose of diversity metrics is being conducted is required, since it 

can evidence effectiveness biological diversity. Therefore, in this work we performed an 

investigation of the patterns of use of diversity metrics in ecological literature, specifically 

we evaluated if diversity metrics are being used in a redundant or complementary way to 

characterize biological diversity. If the authors are guided by a complementary principle 
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in the choice of diversity metrics, we hypothesize that we must find a pattern of use of 

diversity metrics in which metrics that represent different dimensions of diversity will 

present higher chances of being used together than metrics that are redundant regarding 

the dimension that they express. 

Methods 

We performed a systematic search on the data-base of Web of Science. In this search we 

seek for studies of community ecology that measured biodiversity through diversity 

metrics. Since our objective was investigate the pattern of use of diversity metrics, we 

choose terms in order to make our search was the most inclusive as possible, covering the 

many different ways that biological diversity can be measured in community ecology 

studies. We use the search terms “community ecology” and “bio*diversity measurement”, 

the asterisks in last search term indicating that the words were allowed for variations in 

its form (biological diversity measurement, biodiversity measurement and diversity 

measurement). This search was restricted to the years 2002 to 2015, since a great number 

of diversity metrics and its use becomes popular in its usage from 1990 (Magurran, 2005). 

For each article that returned in the search we check to decide if the work would 

be included or not in our sample for further statistical analysis. First, we accessed the 

abstract to check if the article quantify a given dimension of diversity by means of any 

diversity metric, if so we checked if the article was empirical, discarding works that did 

not presented any empirical assessment of biological diversity (e.g. entirely theoretical, 

methodological, review or meta-analytical articles, as well as works that used only 

methods that accessed species composition). These filtering was applied to guarantee that 

sample included only empirical uses of diversity metrics independently of the studied 

taxonomic group or region. 
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The articles included in the sample, we assembled an incidence metric matrix 

(matrix I) of diversity metrics and their incidence in each article. Matrix I comprised the 

core numerical structure to our investigation of patterns of usage of diversity metrics in 

literature (step 1 in Figure 1). 

Matrix I, was used as the numerical structure in which we applied a modified 

version of the co-word analysis used by Neff and Corley (2009). Neff and Corley´s 

analytical framework access the pattern of co-occurrence of key-words to reveal the main 

themes being investigated in a givel field of knowledge. Instead of using a matrix of key-

words, as commonly used in scientometric analysis (Coulter, Monarch, & Konda, 2002), 

we used the framework of co-word analysis (Callon, Courtial, & Laville, 1991) by 

substituting the matrix of key-words by matrix I. Due to this difference, and to avoid the 

confusion among the original application of the method from that used in this work, we 

will refer to our analytical framework hereafter as co-metric analysis. 

We grouped some metrics presented in matrix I, since they presented very similar 

information (e.g. richness estimators and rarefaction methods) or metrics that reflect 

composition (e.g. Beta diversity metrics) to reduce the number of metrics that had only 

one occurrence in the articles. For each metric pair we quantified the number of articles 

in which the two metrics co-occured (step 2 in Figure 1), resulting in a symmetrical matrix 

metrics referred here as matrix C. With matrix C we calculated the strength of association 

among diversity metrics based in its co-occurrence in the articles (Callon et al. 1991, Neff 

and Corley, 2009) obtaining the equivalence matrix (matrix E, obtained through step 3 in 

Figure 1).The equivalence values in matrix E were obtained using Equation 2, where Eij 

represents the equivalence value among diversity metrics i and j, that was calculated by 

dividing the squared frequency of co-occurrence between metrics i and j by the total 
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frequency of diversity metric i multiplied by total frequency of diversity metric j in all 

articles. 

!"# = 	
&"#

&" ∗ &#(  Equation 1 

The next step was a classification of metrics according to their co-occurrence in 

the articles. Therefore, we performed a cluster analysis using matrix E (step 4 in Figure 

1). For cluster analysis we first used the square of Euclidean distance over matrix E and 

then apply Ward´s clustering algorithm (following the procedures in Neff and Corley 

2009). We defined the number of groups in our diversity metric dendrogram by setting 

the level of cut off in a value that preserve groups with the mean number of diversity 

metrics similar to that used by the articles presented in our sample, which was of 2.12 

mean metrics per study (standard deviation of ±1.10). We choose this procedure in order 

to prevent the assemble of groups that do not match realistic scenarios of use of diversity 

metrics (e.g. groups containing a great number of metrics), and then allows to interpret 

the co-occurrence of metrics in a reliable way. 

Finally, to validate if the groups that we define in our diversity metric dendrogram 

and support further interpretations, we applied for each cluster the density index 

calculating according Equation 5 (He, 1999) (step 5 in Figure 1), where Dcluster is the 

density index for a given cluster in the dendrogram, Eij is the equivalence value for metrics 

i and j and n the number of metrics present in a cluster. This index shows that a group 

with high value of density in relation to others presented a great evidence that the usage 

of one metric is generally accompanied by others that make up the same cluster. 

)*+,-./0 =
∑ !"#
2"#
23,3

5!

[8!(5:8)!]

=   Equation 2 

We accessed if the use of diversity metrics has been made in a complementary or 

redundant manner by inspecting the dendrogram of diversity metrics association. By 
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redundant or complementary we mean metrics that, respectively present, respectively, 

high and low correlation. We adopt as a theoretical reference to judge if a given diversity 

metric are redundant or not with others, the correlations and general conclusions 

presented in Lyashevska and Farnsworth´s (2012) work. As was already said before, 

Lyashevska and Farnsworth´s work presented general premises that allows to adopt their 

results as the baseline for our interpretation, indicating that a mixture of functional, 

phylogenetic and taxonomic metrics is the best set to represent biodiversity.  

In Appendix 1 of supplementary material we provided the full list of articles in 

which we extract the data used to perform the co-metric analysis. Figure 1 represents a 

flowchart illustrating all steps used to obtain the pattern of metric co-occurrence. For a 

complete description of all metrics presented in matrix I used to perform cluster analysis 

see Supplementary material, Appendix 2, Table S1). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Flowchart indicating all steps necessary to obtain the pattern of diversity metrics 

co-occurence in community ecology literature. Step 1 consists in the assembling of  
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matrix M, step 2 and 3 comprises, respectively, the calculation of the number of metrics 

co-occurrence and the calculation of the equivalence matrix used in step 4, which consists 

in apply the clustering method to obtain the groups of metrics and finally, tests the 

sharpness of each group by means of density calculation (step 5). The details of each step 

were presented in the methods section of the main text. 

 

Results 

Our search returned 1451 articles, resulting in 344 articles and 56 diversity metrics after 

the filtering procedure. The most frequent metric in our sample was richness, occuring in 

204 articles. Only eight metrics presented more than 10 occurrences. We illustrate the 

patterns of use of diversity metrics based in its co-occurrence in community ecology 

articles in the dendrogram of Figure 4. A total of 11 groups of diversity metrics were 

identified, being three of them assembled by diversity metrics that represent only 

taxonomic dimension (Tax), three groups compounded exclusively by functional 

diversity metrics (Funct), two assembled by metrics that represent phylogenetic 

dimension (Phylo) and three mixed groups, two of them formed by a combination of 

phylogenetic and taxonomic diversity metrics (Phylo/Tax) and one of functional and 

phylogenetic diversity metrics (Funct/Phylo). 

Regarding density, the clusters with the highest value were the encompassing 

metrics that access only taxonomic, phylogenetic and functional aspects of biodiversity, 

all of them with value of 1. The other groups had density values ranging from 0.55 to 0.07 

and a mean value of 0.41 (standard deviation of ±0.32). A group formed by a combination 

of various diversity metrics were formed (Figure 2, upper part of the dendrogram), but it 

encompasses mainly diversity metrics that present only one or few occurrences (e.g. 

LIDAR index, phylogenetic and functional diversity metrics less used in the assessment 
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of these two dimensions of diversity) as well as some composition metrics, that is not the 

focus of the present work (Beta diversity metrics and composition metrics as CWM). 

Discussion 

It is worth to highlight two aspects regarding the patterns of use of diversity metrics in 

biodiversity assessment: the redundant use of some diversity metrics and the small 

number of cases in which metrics of different dimensions of biodiversity are combined. 

As a general pattern, we observed that the complementary approach was not the major 

criterion guiding the choice of diversity metrics. Our findings imply that the first step in 

the biodiversity assessment, that consist in the choice of which metrics to use, can be 

compromised, with a general effect of underestimating biological variation presented at 

community level or an incomplete understanding of the possible mechanisms generating 

the variability in biological diversity (e.g. Cisneros et al., 2014).As a consequence of the 

redundant use of the diversity metrics, the second step in the process of biological 

assessment may also be affected, since the spatialization of biological information could 

not be revealing the possible variation in biodiversity or be biased through one or few 

dimension of biological diversity (Devictor et al., 2010; Meynard et al., 2011).  

The problem involving the redundant assessment of biological diversity is notable 

for several metrics presented in our co-metric analysis. Particularly, we can stress the the 

groups formed by diversity metrics: Functional Dispersion, Functional Evenness, 

Functional Divergence and Functional Richness, that represents the functional dimension 

of biological diversity. Despite Mouchet et al. (2010) showed that, combining Functional 

Evenness, Functional Richness and Functional Divergence can capture complementary 

aspects regarding functional dimension, all of these index represent only functional 

dimension of biodiversity variation (Lyashevska and Farnsworth, 2012). Relative to the 

phylogenetic dimension, the redundant use of metrics was also notable in the co-metric 
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analysis, in which we highlight the frequent use of phylogenetic diversity metrics NTI, 

NRI, MPD and MNPD, that generally present high values of correlation (Lyashevska and 

Farnsworth, 2002). Both NTI and NRI are indexes used by researchers to detect patterns 

of clustering or dispersion of evolutionary lineages in a community, and the sensitivity of 

their responses are dependent on the conservatism of traits of species pool being 

investigated and the dominant ecological force (Webb, Ackerly, McPeek, & Donoghue, 

2002). So, in this case we also claim caution in the utilization of these metrics together, 

since they all capture the same dimension of variation of biological diversity. Shannon, 

Simpson, abundance and richness metrics are also cases that are frequently used togheter 

to assess taxonomic dimension of biodiversity and generally present redundant 

information. For example, Gallardo et al., (2011) showed that richness and Shannon 

captures redundant information for biodiversity presented in invertebrate assemblage. 

Similar conclusions were reached by Lyashevska and Farnsworth (2012), for marine 

benthic communities.  

One fact that can explain the redundancy in the use of functional and phylogenetic 

diversity metrics is the facility in computation offered by some statistical packages, for 

example, for functional diversity metrics the statistical package “FD” (Laliberte et al., 

2010) and “picante” (Kembel et al. 2010), both freely available in R software. Although 

the great number of functional and phylogenetic metrics available in literature, just a few 

were gathered in a unique statistical package, as in the case of the metrics cited above. 

This fact reminds us that, despite the ease in computation of these metrics, their joint used 

do not contribute to optimize the information presented in biological diversity, and, 

consequently our criteria to the choice of diversity metrics must be guided by other 

criteria than the facility of computation, for example by choosing metrics that, when used 

together optimize the amount of information obtained from communities. 
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 Despite less frequent than redundant cases, it is worth noting that in the co-metric 

analysis some groups were formed with diversity metrics that represents different 

dimensions of biodiversity (based on Lyashevska and Farnsworth, 2010), being only 

three, in a total of 11 groups, that mixed two dimensions of biodiversity. This fact 

highlights that the number of studies that account together for the three main axes of 

variation necessary to effectively represent the multidimensional concept of biodiversity, 

highlighted by Lyashevska and Farnsworth (2012), are still the minority in empirical 

studies of community ecology. Consequently, much of what has been done so far in 

biological assessment underestimates the information of biological diversity. 

Since the importance occupied by the “complementarity orientation” highlighted 

by conservation studies (Devictor et al., 2010; Saito et al., 2015; Mazel, Mooers, Riva, & 

Pennell, 2017b), the present work highlight the need to a change in the first step of 

biological assessment by guiding the choose of diversity metric by complementary. As 

demonstrated recently by Pavoine and Bonsall (2011), a combination of measures of 

phylogenetic, functional and genetic diversity have the potential to reveal ecological and 

historical factors that influence the structure of the communities and have important 

applicability for conservation actions. So, the consequences of proceeding with the 

widespread practice in use of metrics that account for only one aspect of biodiversity, go 

beyond the underestimation of total information presented in biological diversity 

manifested at community level, also limiting the advances in understanding the factors 

that drive the structure of communities (Cisneros et al., 2014). 
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Figure 2: Dendrogram of diversity metrics reflecting the probability of their joint use in 
community ecology works realized in the last 13 years. Besides each cluster we report the values 
of density and the dimensions of biological diversity that the diversity metrics that assemble the 
clusters represent. Some items on the dendrogram represents a group of various metrics that were 
put together to simplify the analysis (e.g. Beta diversity indices reunite all beta diversity metrics, 
Similarity indexes reunite all similarity index that have only one occurrence in the sampled 
works). Abbreviations for diversity metrics are in Table S1 of Appendix 2 in supplementary 
material. Funct- Functional dimensions; Phylo- Phylogenetic dimension; Tax- Taxonomic 
dimension  
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Conclusion and future direction towards an integrated analysis of biodiversity 

The recognition that redundancy is pervasive in community ecology studies point to the 

need of a change in the way at which diversity metrics are being used in ecological 

literature. As a take home message, we highlight the need to a “complementary 

orientation” when choosing diversity metrics that will be using in the characterization of 

biological diversity. We suggest that a starting point to the improvement on the biological 

accessment is to follow the conclusion reached in the work by Lyashevska and 

Farnsworth (2012), by combining in biodiversity assessment diversity metrics that 

encompass three dimensions of biological diversity: functional, phylogenetic and 

taxonomic.
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Abstract 

Biodiversity can be represented by different dimensions. While many diversity metrics 

try to capture the variation of these dimensions they also lead to a ‘fragmentation’ of the 

concept of biodiversity itself. Developing a unified measure that integrates all the 

dimensions of biodiversity is a theoretical solution for this problem, however, it remains 

operationally impossible. Alternatively, understanding which dimensions better represent 

the biodiversity of a set of communities can be a reliable way to integrate the different 

diversity metrics. Therefore, to achieve a holistic understand of biological diversity, we 

explore the concept of dimensionality. We define dimensionality of diversity as the 

number of complementary components of biodiversity, represented by diversity metrics, 

needed to describe biodiversity in an unambiguously and effective way. We provide a 

solution that joins two components of dimensionality — correlation and the variation — 

operationalized through two metrics, respectively: Evenness of Eigenvalues (EE) and 

Importance Values (IV). Through simulation we show that considering EE and IV 

together can provide information that is neglected when only EE is considered. We 

demonstrate how to apply this framework by investigating the dimensionality of South 

American small mammal communities. Our example evidenced that, for some 

representations of biological diversity, more attention is needed in the choice of diversity 

metrics necessary to effectively characterize biodiversity. We conclude by highlighting 

that this integrated framework provides a better understanding of dimensionality than 

considering only the correlation component. 

Keywords: biodiversity metrics, communities, biodiversity measurement, Importance 

Values, Evenness of Eigenvalues.  
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Introduction 

Biodiversity encompasses all variation present in life, from genetic material to 

populations, communities and higher levels of biological organization like entire 

ecosystems (Wilson 1997). In addition to its broadness in scale and complexity, the  

central position of the concept of  biodiversity in ecological studies justifies efforts to 

develop measures that properly operationalize the concept. These efforts are reflected in 

the immensurable number of diversity metrics that have appeared as attempts to 

encompass all the variation in biodiversity. However, although these diversity metrics 

allow the description of different dimensions, as the number of them increases the concept 

of biodiversity becomes operationalized in disparate ways that convey no precise 

information. This lack of consensus in operationalization of the concept of biodiversity 

led Hulrbert (1971) to propose the idea of the non-concept of species diversity, in which 

he advocated that the many metrics of biodiversity be summarized in only a few relevant 

ones that can be used to express adequately and unambiguously the concept of 

biodiversity. 

 Long since Hulrbert´s seminal work, there has been a pronounced increase in the 

number of metrics that quantify characteristics of biological diversity other than the 

traditional taxonomic-based metrics, revealing that patterns of diversity for some 

communities can be best described using other components of biological diversity, such 

as functional and phylogenetic components (Graham and Fine 2008, Cisneros et al. 2014). 

However, these findings are not consensual (e.g Lamb et al. 2009), since some 

phylogenetic and functional metrics can be strongly correlated with traditional metrics 

(Tucker and Cadotte 2013, Tucker et al. 2018), deepening the question of which metrics 

represent the fundamental components of biological diversity (Hulrbert, 1971). A 

theoretical approach to searching for fundamental variation in biodiversity is to integrate 
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the many sources of information in a unique framework. This integration can be achieved 

by investigating the relationships among existing metrics. A previous work that proposed 

this integration based it on quantifying a characteristic of biodiversity known as 

dimensionality (Stevens and Tello 2014).  

Dimensionality can be defined, at the community scale of biological organization, 

as the amount of information needed to effectively characterize the variation presented in 

a given biodiversity representation, by means of diversity metrics. Communities with 

high dimensionality require more dimensions to be effectively described than 

communities with low dimensionality (Stevens and Tello 2014). Quantifying the 

dimensionality of biodiversity currently involves searching for the degree of 

complementarity in spatial or temporal variation among multiple metrics of diversity, 

which is obtained mainly through a measure denominated Eveness of Eigenvalues 

(hereafter EE) (Stevens and Tello 2014). 

Stevens and Tello´s EE metric is obtained by Principal Component Analysis 

(PCA) of a matrix of diversity metrics (hereafter matrix M, sensu Ricotta 2005) for a set 

of communities, and calculating an evenness metric for the eigenvalues of the axes that 

represent this fundamental biodiversity space. The logic behind EE is that, if the diversity 

metrics used to characterize communities have low complementarity, almost all of the 

fundamental variation in biodiversity will be concentered in a few axes, producing a low 

EE. On the other hand, if diversity metrics are completely complementary with each other 

(variation in biodiversity will be equally distributed among axes) the EE of the 

communities will be 1. 

The EE metric represents, in a simple way, the degree of complementarity among 

the dimensions of biodiversity represented by diversity metrics, which comprises what 
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we call here the correlation component of dimensionality (see also Tucker and Cadotte 

2013, Lamb et al. 2006 for uses of correlation component). However, EE ignores another 

source of information in dimensionality — the amount of variation, or importance, that 

each diversity metric presents in fundamental biodiversity space. This comprises what we 

call here the variation component of dimensionality. 

Suppose a situation in which diversity metrics are highly correlated (Figure 1 A) 

and each metric accounts for a similar amount of variation in fundamental biodiversity 

space (Figure 1B). This situation has low complementarity among dimensions of 

biodiversity and high redundancy in the amount of variation that each metric captures in 

fundamental biodiversity space (represented as the length of the arrows in 1B). 

Consequently, we could rely on any of these diversity metrics to effectively represent the 

variation in biodiversity of these communities. On the other hand, communities with low 

complementarity may present a situation in which one of the metrics captures almost all 

the variation in the fundamental biodiversity space (Metric 2 in Figure 1C), indicating 

low redundancy of metrics. Following the current approach to measuring dimensionality, 

EE would indicate similar patterns of dimensionality for communities in 1B and 1C. 

However, the choice of metric in 1C is of greater importance than in 1B, in which the 

metrics are highly redundant regarding the information captured. Therefore, considering 

only the correlation component does not provide enough evidence to support the decision 

of which diversity metrics to use to effectively characterize biological diversity for two 

communities with similar EE, because it disregards the variation component inherent to 

dimensionality. 
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Figure 1: A) A set of communities described by two diversity metrics (Metric 1 

and Metric 2) that are highly correlated. This pattern of correlation can be related to two 

diversity metrics that account for similar amounts of variation in the reduced biodiversity 

space (B, high redundancy), or be a situation in which one metric has disproportional 

importance for capturing variation in biodiversity space (C, low redundancy). 

Finding a measure that captures the variation component of dimensionality is not 

an impediment for effectively characterizing dimensionality, since it can be 

operationalized by the metric Importance Values (hereafter IV) proposed by Wilsey et al. 

(2005). However, since the common way to quantify dimensionality (Stevens and Tello 

2014) is limited to capturing only the correlation component, the development of a unified 

framework that combines both correlation and variation components would provide a way 

to better represent the dimensionality of biodiversity. 
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Therefore, our aim was to update the concept of dimensionality of biodiversity 

and its operationalization by integrating the correlation and variation components through 

EE and IV in a framework for quantification of dimensionality. To do this we show, 

through simulation, how EE and IV together can distinguish situations with different 

degrees of complementarity of dimensions of diversity and redundancy of information 

that each metric captures. We then present an empirical example of the investigation of 

dimensionality by applying the integrated framework to communities of small mammals 

(cricetids and marsupials). Specifically, we evaluated the level of complementarity and 

redundancy for different sets of diversity metrics used to describe the biodiversity of 

cricetids and marsupials, highlighting how the proposed dimensionality framework 

facilitates the first step of biological assessment — the choice of metrics to be used for 

characterizing biodiversity. 

 

Material and Methods 

Investigating the dimensionality of biodiversity: obtaining EE and IV 

Our framework for investigating the dimensionality of biodiversity comprises 

three steps. The first step is to calculate matrix M, which, for the sake of simplicity, will 

contain three metrics of diversity for the simulation analysis: a measure of functional 

diversity (FD [Petchey & Gaston 2006)]), a measure of phylogenetic diversity (PD [Faith 

1992]) and richness. We chose a simplistic approach with only three metrics since our 

objective with the simulation analysis was to focus on showing how IV can reveal patterns 

that are not detected by using only EE. We were more interested in the patterns of 

correlation and variation of diversity metrics in biodiversity space than the particularity 

of the metrics themselves. We present a more realistic exploration of the integrated 
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framework in the section Assessing the dimensionality of biodiversity in small mammal 

communities. 

The second step involves performing a PCA of matrix M using a standardized 

correlation matrix. As will be shown next, the standardization method applied to matrix 

M prior to the PCA must differ between the calculation of EE and IV.  

The third step is to calculate the dimensionality metrics EE and IV. We calculate 

EE using Camargo´s evenness index in Equation 1, following the original proposition of 

Stevens and Tello (2014): 

!! = 1 −
(∑ |B"C −

D(D:3)/8
FG3 B#C|)

H
I   Equation 1 

Camargo’s evenness index (Camargo 1993) is calculated using the axes (A) and their 

respective eigenvalues (eih and ejh) from a PCA of the standardized matrix M, in which 

the metrics were scaled to have a mean of zero and equal variances. The higher the value 

of EE, the higher the complementarity the communities have in relation to the dimensions 

of biodiversity represented in matrix M. On the other hand, lower EE values indicate 

lower complementarity in the dimensions used to characterize the communities. IV is 

calculated according to the method proposed by Wilsey et al. (2005), using a matrix (M) 

standardized by the maximum values of each diversity metric. This standardization 

removes the effect that the different units of each diversity metric have, without 

modifying their original variation. To obtain IV for each diversity metric in matrix M we 

apply Equation 2, in which IVi represents the IV of diversity metric i, r2ij is the squared 

correlation of diversity metric i with PCj, and R2j is the amount of variation that PCj 

accounts for in ordination space (biodiversity space).  

JK" = ∑ L"#
8 × N#

8  Equation 2 
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PC varies from 1 to j and corresponds to the number of significant eigenvectors 

in the PCA, evaluated by the Kaiser-Gutmann criterion. The greater the IV the more 

variation the diversity metric accounts for in biodiversity space. IV approaches 1 when 

the diversity metric accounts for almost all the variation and approaches zero when the 

metric accounts for little variation. Sets of communities with highly uneven IV values for 

diversity metrics possess low redundancy in metric importance, while communities with 

highly even IV values possess high redundancy regarding the amount of information 

captured by each metric. 

Testing the assessment of the dimensionality of diversity using EE and IV 

To assess the effectiveness of EE and IV in acquiring  information regarding correlation 

and variation of dimensionality in matrix M, the following conditions must be met: (1) 

EE values must not differ for set of communites simulated in scenarios with the same 

level of correlation among diversity metrics, and must differ among communities that 

have different levels of correlation among diversity metrics; (2) for scenarios with low 

and high correlation, IV must be similar among metrics that have similar variation in 

biodiversity space (e.g. Figure 1B), and differ for scenarios in which variation in 

biodiversity space is mainly due to a single metric (e.g. situation represented Figure 1C, 

Metric 2 must have a higher IV than Metric 1). We evaluate whether EE and IV can 

recover these patterns by simulating communities with varying degrees of correlation and 

variation for each metric in biodiversity space obtained from matrix M. 

The simulations were based on a pattern-oriented procedure, producing diversity 

metrics with patterns of correlation and variation that represent four scenarios with the 

following characteristics: In the HiC/EqV (High Correlation and Equal Variation) 

scenario the diversity metrics are highly correlated and have similar variation in 
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biodiversity space. The HiC/DifV (High Correlation and Different Variation) scenario 

has diversity metrics that are highly correlated and vary in importance of each metric in 

biodiversity space. The LoC/EqV (Low Correlation and Equal Variation) scenario has 

diversity metrics with low correlation and similar importance in biodiversity space. 

Finally, the LoC/DifV (Low Correlation and Different Variation) scenario has diversity 

metrics with low correlation and dissimilar importance in biodiversity space. 

We generate scenarios HiC/EqV and HiC/DifV by starting with a phylogeny that 

was simulated by a birth-death processes (function sim.bdtree from the package geiger 

[Harmon, Weir, Brock, Glor, & Challenger, 2008]) where a species, chosen randomly, 

initiates the procedure by colonizing a given community. Subsequent addition of species 

to the community depends on the species that are already present in that community. 

Communities at one extreme will only contain species that are phylogenetically closely 

related to each other (top 10%), with the phylogenetic filter becoming less restrictive until 

communities do not have any phylogenetic filter that restricts coexistence of species (least 

restrictive condition). Since we simulated a continuous trait that was conserved over the 

phylogenetic tree — evolved according to a Brownian motion model, using the function 

rTraitCont (Paradis et al. 2004) with the r [rho] parameter set to 3 — with the number of 

species in each community gradually increasing (less phylogenetic filter, more species), 

the procedure created a gradient of phylogenetic, functional and taxonomic diversity 

metrics. In order to generate differences in variation of the diversity metrics, in scenario 

HiC/ DifV we simulated a trait that evolves according to a regime of stabilizing selection 

(Ornstein-Uhlebeck model with the strength of selection set by the parameter a at 0.8) 

that restricts trait variation to within an optimal range (represented by a q [theta] of 0). 

This allowed us to generate a set of communities in which the diversity metrics were 
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highly correlated but variation of FD was much lower than that of richness and PD since 

the traits that were used in the calculation of FD were restricted by the selection process. 

We generated the scenario LoC/DifV by following the same procedures described 

above for scenario HiC/EqV, however, the trait was simulated to have low phylogenetic 

signal and the phylogenetic tree used to calculate PD was modified to simulate a process 

of evolution in which most speciation occurs near the root (a star-like phylogeny). This 

procedure resulted in low correlation between PD and FD, since the relationship between 

phylogeny and traits was disrupted. Additionally, low variability for PD and richness 

metrics was obtained since we set the simulations to produce communities with the same 

number of species but with the phylogenetic filtering acting in community assembly. 

Consequently, most of the variation in this scenario is due to the FD metric. Finally, to 

generate scenario LoC/EqV we simulated communities in which all species in the 

phylogenetic tree had an equal probability of occurring in any community (no 

phylogenetic filtering acting on the assembly), and set the richness to be very similar for 

all communities. This procedure generated metacommunities with low correlation and 

similar amounts of variation for all diversity metrics. 

We generated 999 sets of communities for each scenario described above, with 

the metacommunities of all scenarios being composed of 50 communities with a 

minimum of 20 and a maximum of 200 species. The phylogenetic filter was set to act 

gradually on the communities, increasing by the order of 10% (start by selecting the top 

10% most phylogenetically similar species, followed by the top 20% and so on until 90% 

of the species have been selected from the pool). Details and an illustration of the 

simulation procedures and scenarios are presented in the supplementary material 

Appendix S1, along with a link to an interactive module that we produced to illustrate the 

simulation procedure used in this work. 
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Finally, we tested whether the values of EE and IV met our theoretical 

expectations. We checked if EE values differed between scenarios with low correlation 

and scenarios with high correlation (scenarios HiC/DifV and HiC/EqV versus scenarios 

LoC/EqV and LoC/DifV). To effectively capture the correlation component of 

dimensionality EE must be higher in scenarios with low correlation among diversity 

metrics than in scenarios with high correlation. To test for differences among IV values 

of each metric in the scenarios we used a graphical tool called profile of importance 

(Wilsey et al. 2005) and quantified differences in IV of each metric by calculating F 

values obtained from a linear model (Equation 3). F values allow the IV values of the 

three dimensions (PD, FD and richness) to be compared and to determine if the IV values 

of the DifV scenarios (scenarios HiC/DifV and LoC/DifV) differed more from each than 

did the IV values calculated for the EqV scenarios (scenarios HiC/EqV and LoC/EqV). 

The simulation scenarios and the theoretical expectations regarding EE and IV follow the 

schematic representation present in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Schematic representation of simulated scenarios and expected outcomes 

for EE and IV. The abscissa represents the variation component of dimensionality. 

Metacommunities were simulated to show similar values of variation among metrics 

(lower left quadrant) or different values of variation among metrics (lower right 

quadrant), so that, respectively, similar and different IV values among diversity metrics 

are expected. The ordinate represents the correlation component of dimensionality. 

Metacommunities were simulated that had metrics with high (upper right panel) and low 

correlation, so that, respectively, low and high EE values are expected. 

Assessing the dimensionality of biodiversity in small mammal communities  

We illustrate the application of the dimensionality framework with a database 

of small mammal communities (marsupial and cricetid mammals) distributed 

throughout the South American continent. We constructed matrix M for these 
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communities by calculating eight diversity metrics that represent different 

dimensions of taxonomic, functional and phylogenetic components of biological 

diversity. The choice of metrics was based on the works of Tucker et al. (2017) and 

Scheiner (2019), which together represent the most complete compilation and 

classification of metrics of taxonomic, functional (Scheiner, 2019) and phylogenetic 

diversity (Tucker et al. 2017). We chose at least one metric for each of the richness, 

divergence and regularity dimensions of the three components of biodiversity 

considered here. The taxonomic component was represented by richness; the 

functional component by FD (richness dimenson, Petchey and Gaston 2006b), FEve 

(regularity dimension) and FDiv (divergence dimension, Villéger et al. 2008); and 

the phylogenetic component by PD (richness dimension, Faith 1992), MNTD 

(divergence dimension, Webb et al., 2002), PSV (divergence dimension, Helmus et 

al., 2007) and PEve (regularity dimension, Villéger et al. 2014).  

Traits used to calculate functional metrics comprised life-history attributes — 

weight, head-body length, diet and form of locomotion. Species were categorized 

according to their diet as insectivores, herbivores, granivores, omnivores, frugivores, 

piscivores, seed predators and leaf predators, and according to their modes of 

locomotion as terrestrial, semifossorial, semiaquatic, arboreal and scansorial. Some 

species were allocated to more than one diet and locomotion category. All calculated 

diversity metrics require a distance matrix or a functional dendrogram obtained from 

a distance matrix. Therefore, to obtain the functional distance matrix we used Gower 

distance (Pavoine et al. 2009) for traits that have different statistical characteristics 

(numerical and categorical). 

The phylogenetic hypothesis used to calculate phylogenetic indices was 

obtained from the mammalian phylogenies of Bininda-Emonds et al. (2007) and 
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Fabre et al. (2012), the latter of which was used to improve the phylogenetic 

resolution to species level. Seven species present in our data were not included in the 

phylogeny Fabre et al. (2012), so we included these species as polytomies within 

their respective genera. Divergence times for our phylogeny were estimated in 

millions of years by equally distributing the ages of undated nodes, based on the 

know ages present in Bininda-Emonds et al. (2007) and Fabre et al. (2012), using the 

BLADJ algorithm of Phylocom software (Webb et al. 2008). The phylogenetic 

hypothesis and the original references compiled to assemble the community data used 

in this work are provided in Figure S2 and Table S1 of Appendix 2 of the 

supplementary material. 

The metrics EE and IV were calculated as previously described, with the 

number of axes used in IV calculation being determined by the Kaiser-Gutmann stop 

criterion. We also compared the observed values of EE with a null distribution of 999 EE 

values generated by a null model that randomizes a species incidence matrix while 

preserving differences in richness among sites and mixing species frequency (performed 

with the sim3 function from the EcoSimR package [Gotelli and Ellison 2013a]). Using 

this null model we tested the null hypothesis that observed EE values do not differ from 

expected EE values according to variation in richness. We implemented a function called 

dimensionality to calculate EE values from matrix M. The function allows the user to 

choose the evenness method that will be used in the calculation. It can be accessed at 

https://github.com/GabrielNakamura/dimensionality_function. 

We calculated IV for the small-mammal metacommunities according to Equation 

2, applying ImportanceVal — the R code for the IV function (the function can be accessed 

at https://github.com/GabrielNakamura/IV_function). We used the Kaiser-Gutmann stop 

criterion and a bootstrap procedure that re-sampled matrix M 999 times and recalculated 
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IV for each metric so that we generated confidence intervals for the IV value of each 

diversity metric. We performed all calculations with a standardized matrix M (scaled to 

a mean of zero and unit variance for the calculation of EE values and standardized by the 

maximum values of each metric for the calculation of IV values). Bootstrapped IV values 

were submitted to an Ordinary Least Square (OLS) linear model to test for differences in 

the importance of the components of diversity that assemble matrix M:  

JK" = 	O + 	Q ∗ RSTBUVSWU" +	X" , Equation 3 

Equation 3 represents the effects parametrization model in which IVi represents the 

predicted value of IV for the diversity metric i, Q the effect of a given dimension over 

another and ei the error term associated with the residuals, which follow a Gaussian 

distribution. Each value of IV was classified as belonging to the phylogenetic (PD, PEve, 

PSV and mntd), the functional (FD, FDis and FDiv) or the taxonomic (richness) 

dimension. Through this model we aimed to determine if any of the components of 

diversity (functional, phylogenetic or taxonomic) captures a greater amount of 

information from biodiversity space. Additionally, we performed another linear OLS 

model using the same set of data but considering each metric as the explanatory variable, 

in order to assess differences in importance among diversity metrics. For both models we 

performed a Tukey test to assess pairwise differences in importance among dimensions 

and metrics. 

 The dimensionality framework was applied to four different configurations of 

matrix M: all metrics; a combination of phylogenetic metrics and richness; a combination 

of functional metrics and richness; and a combination of functional and phylogenetic 

metrics. We performed these analyses to show how dimensionality can change depending 

on the components of diversity used in matrix M, and what the implications of different 
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values of EE and different similarities among metrics IV (represented as Camargo´s 

evenness of IV metrics) are on the choice of diversity metrics to be used to represent the 

biodiversity. For these analysis we also computed EE as the mean value calculated from 

a bootstrap procedure equivalent to that used for the IV metric, in order to generate 

confidence intervals. 

Results 

Simulated data 

Our simulation revealed that EE and IV, when used together, acquire information 

regarding two aspects of dimensionality: correlation among metrics and the variation 

that each metric accounts for in biodiversity space. This complementary information 

that IV brings to the analysis of dimensionality is evidenced in Figure 3. Thus, 

different patterns of redundancy in information captured by the metrics can be 

obtained for a given level of correlation, with greater differences among IV values in 

scenarios HiC/DifV and LoC/DifV (right side of Figure 3) than in HiC/EqV and 

LoC/EqV (left side of Figure 3). 
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Figure 3: Bar plots showing IV and EE calculated for metacommunities simulated 

according different scenarios (HiC/EqV, HiC/DifV, LoC/EqV and LoC/DifV) using PD, 

FD and richness metrics in matrix M. For each of these scenarios situations were 

presented in which the metrics contribute similarly or unequally in biodiversity space ( 

variation in ordinate axis) and are highly or lowly correlated (variation in abscissa axis). 

The differences in EE between scenarios of high and low correlation (Figure 

1, comparison between EE of upper and lower graphics), but not between scenarios 

of different and equal variation (Figure 1, comparison between EE bars in the same 

row) support our argument that this metric captures only the correlation component 

of dimensionality.  

The ability of IV to capture the degree of redundancy in biodiversity 

information of the metrics was clear mainly for the HiC/DifV scenario, in which the 
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attribute used to generate communities exhibited low variation (OU model) and, 

consequently, the FD metric presented lower IV than richness and PD metrics. It is 

worth noting that differences among the IV of metrics was greater in scenario 

LoC/EqV than in scenario HiC/EqV (Figure 1, lower right graphic), since it is not 

possible to obtain high redundancy in metric information (indicated by similar IV 

values among metrics) along with high values of complementarity (indicated by high 

EE). High redundancy in the importance of metrics is only possible for communities 

with low EE (low complementarity of dimensions), as demonstrated by scenario 

HiC/EqV. The magnitude of the differences in IV among metrics for each scenario is 

shown in Figure S3 of Appendix S3 of the supplementary material. 

Small mammal communities 

We obtained a moderate value for complementarity for the small mammal communities, 

as indicated by an EE of 0.49 for matrix M calculated with all eight diversity metrics. The 

correlation component of dimensionality, at least for the three analyzed components of 

diversity (functional, phylogenetic and taxonomic), may be a consequence of spatial 

gradients of species richness, as evidenced by comparing observed EE with that expected 

by the null model distribution of EE (Figure S4 in Appendix 3 of the supplementary 

material). 

Only two axes of the PCA were significant according Kaiser-Guttman criterion 

(representing 70% of all the variation in matrix M), and composed the fundamental 

biodiversity space in which IV was calculated. Observed IV values for the eight diversity 

metrics ranged from 0.19 for PSV (27% of all the variation in biodiversity space) to 0.003 

to FDiv (0.3% of all the variation in biodiversity space). Bootstrap means and confidence 

intervals for IV for all metrics are illustrated in Figure 4 through the IV profile (sensu 
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Willig and Hollander 1995), evidencing PSV as the metric capturing most of the variation 

in biodiversity space, followed by richness. 

 

Figure 4: IV profile for marsupial and cricetid mammal communities from South 

America calculated using matrix M containing eight diversity metrics. Bar height 

corresponds to the mean IV for each diversity metric while lines represent 95% 

confidence intervals, both calculated via a bootstrap procedure. 

The linear OLS model showed significant variation in IV among diversity metrics (F-

value= 3.428; p<0.05), while the Tukey test revealed that the greatest difference in 

importance was between taxonomic and functional components of biodiversity followed 

by the difference between phylogenetic and functional components (difference between 

observed means of 0.092 and 0.064, respectively; Figure S5 of Appendix 3). This finding 
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highlights the importance of considering the taxonomic and phylogenetic dimensions in 

characterizing the biodiversity of communities of cricetids and marsupials. 

Analysis of dimensionality for matrix M containing functional metrics and richness 

had the highest complementarity (highest EE) and lowest redundancy in metric 

importance (biodiversity representation with similar values of IV, as indicated by a lower 

evenness of IV than obtained for other sets of metrics) (Figure 5). PSV was the metric 

that captured the most information in matrix M containing phylogenetic metrics and 

richness (30% of all the variation in biodiversity space) and phylogenetic and functional 

metrics (31% of all the variation in biodiversity space), as well as for matrix M containing 

all metrics (24% and of all the variation in biodiversity space). For matrix M that 

considered only functional metrics and richness, richness captured most of variation (47% 

of all the variation in biodiversity space). Despite the high variability, as indicated by the 

confidence intervals of IV and EE evenness , it is worth noting that IV evenness remains 

constant for different mean values of EE, with the greatest IV evenness being for the set 

of metrics that had the lowest EE value (matrix M with phylogenetic metrics and 

richness). 
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Figure 5: Values of EE and evenness of IV calculated for four different configurations 

of matrix M. Symbols represent mean values for each matrix configuration while lines 

represent confidence intervals. Bar graphics represent IV profiles calculated for matrix 

M with all metrics of diversity; functional metrics and richness; phylogenetic metrics and 

richness; and functional and phylogenetic metrics. Bars represent means while lines 

represent confidence intervals obtained via a bootstrap procedure applied to each matrix 

M. 

Discussion 

Our results with simulated data evidence the need for a dimensionality framework that 

integrates both EE and IV in order to effectively characterize dimensionality by 

considering its two components —correlation and variation in biodiversity space. 

Operationalizing these two components through EE and IV reveals their complementarity 

(by means of EE) and, given some level of complementarity, the degree of redundancy in 

information captured by the metrics used to express these dimensions (through IV). 

Therefore, our proposed dimensionality framework represents a step beyond the current 

approach to operationalizing dimensionality, as proposed by Stevens and Tello (2014) by 
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distinguishing the degree of redundancy in information that each diversity metric 

captures. 

 Our integrated dimensionality framework joins other propositions in helping to 

choose metrics for the biological characterization of communities. We are aware that the 

main guide for choosing diversity metrics must be the objectives of the work. However, 

regardless of the objective, it is desirable to use diversity metrics that encompass 

complementary components of biological diversity and account for a satisfactory amount 

of the information present in the biodiversity component being investigated (Ricotta 

2005b). In this respect, Saito et al. (2015) showed that phylogenetic, functional and 

traditional taxonomic indices present complementary information and should be used to 

adequately characterize and monitor biodiversity of stream macroinvertebrate 

communities. Ouchi-Melo et al. (2018) performed an integrated assessment to identify 

areas of conservation interest in the Cerrado biome, and evidenced the importance of 

considering traditional together with functional and phylogenetic metrics. Although both 

of these works considered the complementarity component by accounting for correlation 

among metrics, they did not account for redundancy in the amount of variation that each 

metric captures in biodiversity space, thus facing the same problem presented by using 

the EE metric alone. The dimensionality framework presented here, therefore, represents 

the most general and complete framework to date for guiding researchers in their choice 

of metrics to be used for biological assessment by considering both complementarity 

among biological dimensions and the amount of information that metrics can capture. 

It is worth pointing out that the dimensionality of diversity can be investigated at 

any spatial and temporal scale, and using any configuration of matrix M. Even for works 

that focus on only one component of biodiversity, the investigation of dimensionality can 

be important for knowing which aspects of biodiversity are worthy of being included in 
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biological assessment. Tucker et al. (2017) identified three complementary components 

of the phylogenetic component: richness, divergence and regularity. Thus, research 

focused on phylogenetic diversity can address whether these three components are 

complementary dimensions in the analyzed communities and which metrics are the most 

important to measure in order to best represent variation in these dimensions. As we 

showed in our empirical example with small mammal communities, dimensionality will 

depend on the representation of biological diversity used in matrix M, which influences 

practical decisions regarding which metrics are the most important for characterizing 

biodiversity.  

At least for the cricetid and marsupial communities analyzed here, characterizing 

diversity through functional and taxonomic components requires great care in the choice 

of diversity metrics to be used. This is because this situation has the highest 

complementarity regarding diversity dimensions (highest EE value), indicating the need 

to rely on different components of diversity to effectively describe biodiversity, and a 

moderate level of redundancy in metrics, indicating that some metrics account for 

disproportionately more information than others. In this example, richness accounted for 

more information than the other metrics, but consideration of other components that 

represent functional information is also important for effectively characterizing biological 

diversity. This functional component can be represented by FDiv or FEve, which are very 

redundant in information. On the other hand, if the characterization of small mammal 

communities was focused on phylogenetic and taxonomic components, the choice of 

metrics to be used would require less caution since complementarity among dimensions 

is lower and redundancy of information is greater, indicating that all the metrics capture 

similar amounts of information of biodiversity space. 
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When considering matrix M with all eight diversity metrics, applying the 

dimensionality framework to small mammal communities revealed that cricetids and 

marsupials possess intermediate to low levels of complementarity (mean EE of 0.51 

±0.025). Together with low complementarity, low levels of redundancy among the 

metrics was found when considering the three components of biodiversity together (mean 

IV evenness of 0.63 ±0.082). Consequently, we suggest that the choice of diversity 

metrics to effectively represent these communities must encompass the three components 

of diversity — choosing the PSV metric, which accounts for the highest IV, and two other 

complementary metrics to represent taxonomic (richness) and functional components (FD 

that has the highest IV among functional metrics, as shown in Figure 6). 

The patterns of IV values for small mammal communities contrasted with the 

findings of Wilsey et al. (2005) and Lyashevska and Farnsworth (2012), who concluded 

that richness was the least important diversity metric for representing variation in 

community structure (grassland and marine benthic communities, respectively). 

Although we did not considered abundance-based metrics, as these studies did, we point 

out that patterns of complementarity and redundancy can differ depending on the 

taxonomic group being investigated and the metrics being used (as already emphasized 

by our empirical application of the IV framework with different configurations of matrix 

M). This finding highlights the need to understand contingencies in the correlation and 

variation components of the dimensionality of different communities. 

We only used metrics that capture three sources of information from biodiversity 

(phylogenetic, functional and taxonomic), since they are the main assessed components 

of diversity and represent important metrics for capturing different dimensions of these 

components (Tucker et al. 2017). Despite the limited number of metrics presented in this 

work, the dimensionality framework used here is highly flexible in the sense that it can 
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be applied to a matrix M that contains many more dimensions (Ricotta 2005). Therefore, 

we could represent diversity in a much more complete manner, with metrics that capture 

other quantifiable components such as genomic (e.g. Nei 1978), proteomic (e.g. Gotelli 

et al. 2013b) or any other dimension that can be quantified. 

Conclusion and future directions 

This work represents an upgrade of the operationalization of the concept of 

dimensionality presented by previous works. We demonstrate that including the 

correlation component of dimensionality with the variation component, through the use 

of EE and IV, in the same framework more effectively characterizes the dimensionality 

of biodiversity.  

Besides conceptual and operational advances, the dimensionality framework 

proposed here provides evidence regarding practical situations in which the choice of 

diversity metrics is more critical for effectively characterizing biodiversity. The use of 

this dimensionality framework can help identify these different situations and assist in 

choosing metrics. 

Since the evidence presented in the literature regarding characterization of 

dimensionality is limited (Lyashevska and Farnsworth 2012, Stevens and Tello 2014, 

2018, Stevens and Gavilanez 2015), and based only on specific groups of organisms, 

some questions still need to be addressed to provide a more complete understanding and 

generalization of the role that some factors play in the dimensionality of ecological 

communities. For instance, one might wonder if some dimensions of diversity are 

consistently more informative than others when describing diversity patterns among 

different taxa, or if distinct factors (historical, evolutionary and/or ecological) generate 

predictably higher or lower levels of dimensionality across communities. 
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Abstract 

Ecological literature offers a myriad of methods for quantifying b-diversity. One such 

methods is determining BDtotal (BD), which, unlike other methods, can be decomposed 

into meaningful components that indicate how unique a community is regarding its 

composition (local contribution) and how unique a species is regarding its occurrence in 

the metacommunity (species contribution). Despite this advantage, the original 

formulation of the BD metric only assesses taxonomic variation and neglects other 

important dimensions of biodiversity. We expanded the original formulation of BD to 

capture variation in the functional and phylogenetic dimensions of a metacommunity by 

computing two new metrics — BDFun and BDPhy — as well as their respective components 

that represent the local and species contribution. We tested the statistical performance of 

these new metrics for capturing variation in functional and phylogenetic composition 

through simulated metacommunities and illustrated the potential use of these new metrics 

by analyzing b-diversity of stream fish communities. Our results demonstrated that BDPhy 

and BDFun have acceptable type I error and great power to detect the effect of deep 

evolutionary relationships and attributes mediating patterns of b-diversity. The empirical 

example illustrates how BDPhy and BDFun reveal complementary aspects of b-diversity 

relative to the original BD metric. These new metrics can be used to identify local 

communities that are of conservation importance because they represent unique 

functional, phylogenetic and taxonomic compositions. We conclude that BDPhy and BDFun 

are important tools for providing complementary information in the investigation of the 

structure of metacommunities. 

Key-words: functional beta diversity, phylogenetic b-diversity, fuzzy sets, local 

contribution to beta diversity, statistical performance.  
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Introduction 

Since Whitaker’s seminal paper (Whittaker 1960), many measures and definitions have 

been proposed to refer to and operationalize b-diversity. Despite the diversity of 

mathematical formulations and propositions to operationalize this concept (Anderson et 

al. 2011 for a review), at the core of any b-diversity metric is the notion that it has the 

purpose of capturing patterns of variation in community composition (Legendre et al. 

2005), which in turn can be used to describe ecological patterns that can shed light on the 

processes and mechanisms that affect the distribution of species in space and time 

(Baselga 2010). 

Among the plethora of methods to measure b-diversity is the framework called 

BDtotal (hereafter only BD) proposed by Legendre & De Cáceres (2013), which deserves 

special attention due to its computational simplicity and the meaningful components that 

can be extracted from it. Among the advantages of this method we stress its mathematical 

independence (the ability to compute b-diversity independently of computing alpha and 

gama diversity) (Ellisson 2010), as well as the possibility to decompose the total variation 

present in a metacommunity matrix it into two components: Local Contribution to Beta 

Diversity (LCBD), which indicates the portion of total variation accounted for by an 

individual sample/community in a metacommunity, and Species Contribution to Beta 

Diversity (SCBD), which indicates the contribution of individual species to total BD. 

Whereas BD can be interpreted as a general measure of b-diversity for a metacommunity, 

LCBD and SCBD represent, respectivelly, how unique communities and species are in 

that metacommunity (Legendre and De Cáceres, 2013). 

Despite the advantages of the BD framework and its components for revealing 

ecological patterns in community structure (e.g. Li et al. 2019; Yao et al. 2019), it does 



 

 

not consider variation from other dimensions of biodiversity that could shed light on 

evolutionary and ecological patterns of species distributions across communities. It is 

known that traditional taxonomic metrics of b-diversity combined with functional and 

phylogenetic measures can shed light on the balance between environmental and 

evolutionary factors affecting the composition of communities (Graham and Fine 2008; 

Pillar et al. 2009; Pillar and Duarte 2010; Duarte et al. 2016; Safi et al., 2011). Among 

the practical advantages of considering variation in different dimensions of biodiversity 

is the possibility of identifying sites that concentrate functional, phylogenetic and 

taxonomic diversity as being of special interest for conservation proposes (Devictor et al. 

2010). Consequently, statistical tools capable of characterizing variation in different 

components of biological diversity are needed for improving our understanding of factors 

acting on the structure of metacommunities. 

Therefore, in order to join the advantages of the BD framework with the possibility 

of capturing other components of variation in biological diversity, we show herein how 

BD can be extended to produce b-diversity metrics that represent phylogenetic and 

functional dimensions of diversity, while preserving all the advantages of the original BD 

framework. Specifically, our goals were to: (1) expand the BD framework by deriving 

two new metrics called BDPhy and BDFun and their respective components of local and 

species contributions to b-diversity; (2) test the performance of BDPhy, BDFun and their 

local components in capturing variation in metacommunity composition and community 

uniqueness mediated by the functional and phylogenetic relationship among species; and 

(3) show how these metrics can be used together to reveal patterns of variation in 

metacommunities by using as an example a data base for a tropical stream fish 

metacommunity. 
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Methods 

Expanding the BD framework to include functional and phylogenetic dimensions of 

biodiversity. 

There are two ways to compute BD: directly from a matrix of species composition per 

site, or from a distance matrix calculated from a species composition matrix using an 

adequate dissimilarity index. For the sake of simplicity, we will demonstrate how BD can 

be extended using only the procedure involving distance matrices. 

Given a matrix W describing i sites (rows) by j species (columns), the first step 

consists of redescribing the species occurrence matrix W to represent the clade and trait 

distribution of species across communities (Pillar & Duarte, 2010; Duarte et al., 2016). 

The redescription of matrix W to obtain the two new matrices starts by computing 

phylogenetic and trait resemblance matrices, Sp and Sf, based on, phylogenetic tree and 

species traits, respectively, as shown in Figure 1. The matrices Sp and Sf are standardized 

by their column totals and multiplied by the transposition of matrix W (steps 2.1 and 3.1 

in Figure 1) to obtain matrix P that represents phylogenetic composition and matrix X 

that represents the functional composition of communities. Computing the square root of 

Bray-Curtis distance for P and X we obtain, respectively, DP and Df (steps 2.2 and 3.2 in 

Figure 1), which describes pairwise distances (Dhi) among communities (n) regarding 

clade and functional composition. These two distance matrices can be used to obtain the 

total sum of squares (SStotal) through Equation 1 and BDPhy and BDFun by applying 

Equation 2. 
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Figure 1: Steps and numerical structures needed extend the BD framework for b-

diversity. Solid boxes represent the original numerical structures presented in Legendre 

& De Cáceres (2013) to calculate BD, while dashed boxes comprise the matrices used in 

this paper to extend the original framework. The resemblance matrices Sf and Sp are 

necessary to obtain two matrices that describe communities by their trait (X) and 

phylogenetic (P) composition by means of fuzzy weighting. Distance matrices obtained 

from P and X are then used to obtain phylogenetic (PLCBD) or trait-based (XLCBD) 

measures of local contribution for beta diversity, respectively with the equations indicated 

in arrows. 
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The components that represents the phylogenetic and functional local 

contributions of each community, PLCBD and XLCBD respectively, can be obtained by 

using the algebra of principal coordinate analysis by computing matrix A (−0.5 ∗ )_"8 ) 

and centering it to obtain matrix G through Equation 3. In equation 3, 1 is a vector of 

ones and 1’ its transposition.  

s = (J −	
33t

5
)H(J −

33t

5
)  Equation 3 

The diagonal elements of matrix G are SSi values. Thus, dividing each value in 

the diagonal of G by SStotal we can obtain a measure that indicates the proportion that 

each sample unit accounts for of the total variation presented in P or X (PLCBD and 

XLCBD, respectively) (Equation 4).  

uvwb)"	WL	xvwb)" = RS[y(s)/YY.z.{+  Equation 4 

More details on how to decompose BD into its components are provided by 

Legendre and De Cáceres (2013). The contribution of each species to total b-diversity 

can only be obtained when using calculations directly on matrices P and X. Thus, we 

show here only the components of BDPhy and BDFun associated with the local contribution 

of communities. Both PLCBD and XLCBD, like LCBD, can be interpreted as measures 

of community uniqueness regarding clade and functional composition, respectively. 

Appendix S1 of the Supplementary Material shows how the BD framework can be 

extended by directly using matrices P and X to obtain BDPhy and BDFun, respectively, and 

all of their components (raw data approach). Figure S1 of the Supplementary Material 

illustrates how XLCBD and PLCBD can be interpreted using a simple example of a 

hypothetical metacommunity.



 

 

A simulation-based evaluation of BDPhy and BDFun as measures of phylogenetic and 

functional b-diversity 

We performed a set of simulations to assess the performance of BDPhy, BDFun and their 

respective components, PLCBD and XLCBD, in capturing variation in phylogenetic and 

functional structure of metacommunities. The simulation procedure is based on the 

protocol proposed by Peres-Neto et al. (2012) (see also Minchin, 1987 for the original 

simulation approach), and allows the integration of phylogenetic relationships, species 

traits, species composition and environmental gradients in different ways to determine if 

the distribution of attributes of species and clades across communities mediate variation 

in metacommunity composition in a simulated environmental gradient. The procedure 

starts with a simulation of a phylogenetic tree and species traits. The presence of a species 

in a community is determined by a probability function that corresponds to a match 

between a species trait value and a simulated environmental value for each community. 

We simulated four scenarios to test the performance (type I error and power) of 

the new metrics obtained using the expanded framework for b-diversity: (1) 

metacommunities in which phylogenetic and functional composition are responsible for 

variation in metacommunity composition (scenario W1,P1,X1); (2) metacommunities in 

which only clade composition is responsible for variation in metacommunity composition 

(scenario W1,P1,X0); (3) metacommunities in which only functional composition is 

responsible for variation in metacommunity composition (scenario W1,P0,X1); and, 

finally, (4) metacommunities in which neither clade distribution nor functional 

composition are responsible for variation in metacommunity composition (scenario 

W1,P0,X0). 
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To generate metacommunities according to scenario W1,P1,X1, we simulated a 

phylogenetic tree in which species presented traits with high phylogenetic signal, so that 

both trait and phylogenetic composition will vary across the metacommunity. In scenario 

W1,P1,X0, metacommunities were assembled from a phylogenetic tree in which species 

traits have phylogenetic signal, however, the trait used to calculate BDFun and XLCBD 

was not the same as the one used to assemble the metacommunity, thus, phylogenetic 

composition must show variation across the metacommunity, but not functional 

composition. In scenario W1,P0,X1, the metacommunities were assembled from a 

phylogenetic tree in which species did not present traits with phylogenetic signal, thus, 

functional composition will vary across the metacommunity, but not phylogenetic 

composition. Finally, in scenario W1,P0,X0, the metacommunities were assembled from 

a phylogenetic tree in which species traits did not present phylogenetic signal and the trait 

used to calculate BDFun and XLCBD was not the same as the one used to assemble the 

metacommunities, thus, neither functional nor distribution of clades were responsible for 

variation in composition across the metacommunity. 

All metacommunities were simulated to possess 50 communities with species 

selected from a pool of 200. The simulation procedure was repeated 999 times for each 

scenario. Type I error and power for BDFun, BDPhy, PLCBD and XLCBD were calculated 

by counting the number of times that the null hypothesis was rejected in each round of 

the simulation procedure. Each round consisted of: (1) simulating the phylogenetic tree, 

species traits and metacommunities; (2) calculating BDPhy, BDFun and the local 

components PLCBD and XLCBD; (3) running a null model that deconstructs the original 

phylogenetic and functional relationships among species (taxa shuffle null model, 

Kembel et al., 2013) and recalculating BDPhy, BDFun, PLCBD and XLCBD; (4) repeating 

step 3 three 999 times to assemble a null distribution of metrics; and (5) comparing the 



 

 

observed values of BDPhy and BDFun with the null distributions of BDPhy and BDFun using 

a = 0.05 as the nominal error to reject the null hypothesis. To test the performance of the 

metrics of local contribution, in step 4 we also obtained a F statistic from a linear model 

that related observed PLCBD and XLCBD with the environmental gradient used in the 

simulation and compared observed F with a null F distribution obtained from a linear 

model that relates the null PLCBD and null XLCBD with the environmental gradient. We 

compared the null F distribution with the observed F, also using the nominal a = 0.05 to 

reject the null hypothesis (illustration of performance analysis is shown in Figure S3 of 

Appendix 2). More details on simulation procedures, models and theoretical expectations 

regarding PLCBD and XLCBD are presented in Appendix S2. 

A summary of the four scenarios used to test the performance of the metrics 

proposed in this work is provided in Figure 2. Dimensions that presented variation in 

metacommunity composition in the simulation process are represented by the number 

one, while dimensions that did not mediate variation in the simulation process of the 

metacommunity are represented by a zero. Figure 2 also summarizes which scenarios 

were used to test power and which were used to test type I error. We did not perform tests 

of the original BD and LCBD since the statistical behaviors of these metrics were 

previously tested by Legendre and De Cáceres (2013). For more details about the 

simulation procedure and methods to obtain F values (models used to assess the 

performance of PLCBD and XLCBD) see Appendix S2 in Supplementary Material. We 

also tested the performance of all metrics proposed in this work using the raw data 

approach (Supplementary material). 
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Figure 2: Schematic representation of all simulation scenarios used to test the metrics 

proposed in this work. W represents a metacommunity that is generated by a simulation 

process, P and X represents functional and phylogenetic structure of metacommunity. 

When a given component of diversity presented variation in the metacommunity we 

assigned the number 1, on the contrary we attribute 0 in the table. The performance tested 

with each one of the scenarios (type I, power or both) is specified beside each scenario. 

 

Empirical application: b-diversity of stream fish communities of a tropical river 

basin  

We illustrate how the new metrics proposed here can be used by calculating BDPhy, BDFun, 

PLCBD and XLCBD for tropical stream fish communities located in Brazil. This data 

comprises a sample of a metacommunity with 173 sites located in the Ivinhema River 

Basin, which is the main tributary of the Paraná River in the western part of the Paraná 

River Basin, one of the largest basins in South America. Each site corresponded to a 

stretch of approximately 100 meters in length and was sampled with the aid of an 80 x 
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120-cm rectangular sieve with a mesh size of 2mm. Electrofishing was also used at some 

sites. 

We calculated BD, BDPhy, BDFun and their local components, LCBD, PLCBD and 

XLCBD, for the 173 sampled sites. The BD metric was calculated using an incidence 

matrix standardized by the total occurrence of species in a community and subjected to a 

chord transformation. This standardization was done in order to keep BD, BDPhy and 

BDFun on the same scale of variation. We assessed the significance of these metrics using 

two null models: site shuffle and taxa shuffle. Site shuffle randomizes species occurrence 

in the metacommunity by shuffling the lines of matrix W, with the rejection of the site 

shuffle null model (a £ 0.05) indicating that the composition of the community differs 

from that expected by chance. The taxa shuffle null model randomizes the tips of the 

phylogeny and functional dendrogram and uses these randomized structures to calculate, 

respectively, matrices P and X. The rejection of taxa shuffle indicates that the uniqueness 

of a community is also due to deep evolutionary relationships among the species or their 

functional attributes.  

We performed a correlation analysis among LCBD, PLCBD and XLCBD using 

Pearson’s correlation index, which allowed us to assess which dimensions serve as a 

proxy to indicate the local contribution of other dimensions. Finally, we represent the 

three quantities of local contribution spatially through an RGB plot to show how these 

three components can be used together to identify sites of high importance regarding 

uniqueness. To generate the RGB plot we first standardize LCBD, PLCBD and XLCBD 

to vary between 0-250 and attribute to each combination of the three metrics a color in 

the gradient of RGB system. The redder the color the greater the uniqueness of a 

community regarding taxonomic composition; the greener the color the greater 

uniqueness regarding clade composition; the bluer the color the greater the uniqueness 
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regarding functional composition. We also calculated how much each species contributed 

to b-diversity of Ivinhema River Basin regarding taxonomic (SCBD), phylogenetic 

(PSCBD) and functional (XSCBD) components (Appendix S4). 

 More details regarding the sampling design, the phylogenetic hypothesis and traits 

of the fish metacommunity used to calculate the metrics are provided in Nakamura et al. 

(2017) and Appendix S4. In Appendix S5 in Supplementary Material we provide the R 

function used to calculate all the metrics proposed in this work and for testing their 

significance according to the taxa shuffle null model (Kembel et al. 2013). We suggest 

that the distance metric to be used for the two metrics proposed here be the square root 

of Bray-Curtis index, which produces a maximum value of 0.5 for BDPhy and BDFun for 

communities with completely different compositions. For the raw data procedure, we 

suggest the use of chord transformation of matrices P and X prior to the calculation of 

BDPhy and BDFun metrics, which will produce values ranging from 0 to 1. 

Results 

Performance of metrics 

We present here only the results of the simulation analysis for metrics calculated with the 

distance-based approach, while the results for the raw data approach are provided in Table 

S1 of Appendix S3 in Supplementary Material. 0 shows the statistical performance 

(rejection rate, type I error and power) for BDPhy, BDFun, PLCBD and XLCBD, and the 

mean R2 of the linear models relating the simulated environmental gradient to the metrics 

PLCBD and XLCBD, calculated for the four simulated scenarios. Both BDPhy and BDFun 

had acceptable type I error values for all scenarios, with BDPhy having a value of 0.05 for 

both W1,P0,X0 and W1,P0,X1, and BDFun presenting a probability of 0.04 for both 

W1,P0,X0, and W1,P1,X0. Similar results were found for the raw data approach, in which 



 

 

BDPhy had values of 0.04 and 0.05 in scenarios W1,X0,P0 and W1,X1,P1, respectively, 

whereas BDFun had values of 0.05 for both W1,X0,P0 and W1,X0,P1(Table S1 of 

Appendix S3 in Supplementary Material). Both BDPhy and BDFun presented high values 

for power for all scenarios tested (ranging from 0.99 to 1). 

PLCBD had a type I error rate of 0.04 in both W1,P0,X0 and W1,P0,X1, whereas 

XLCBD had type I error rates of 0.04 and 0.05 for W1,P0,X0 and W1,P1,X0, 

respectively. Both PLCBD and XLCBD had high rates of power ranging from 0.66 to 1. 

The lowest power value was obtained for PLCBD in scenario W1,P1,X1 for both the 

distance-based and raw data approaches (0.66 for both). 
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Table 1: Statistical performance — type I error (alpha 0.05) and power — of BDFun and BDPhy and their components XLCBD and PLCBD, calculated with the 

distance-based approach. 

Scenario BDPhy BDFun PLCBD XLCBD 

Rejection rate Rejection rate Mean R2 TI site TI taxa Pw site Pw taxa Mean R2 TI site TI taxa Pw site Pw taxa 

W1,P0,X0 0.05 0.04 0.54±0.18 0.98 0.04 - - 0.25±0.15 0.84 0.04 - - 

W1,P1,X0 0.99 0.04 0.83±0.20 - - 0.99 0.85 0.26±0.20 0.72 0.05 - - 

W1,P0,X1 0.05 1 0.54±0.17 0.98 0.04 - - 0.90±0.05 - - 1 0.99 

W1,P1,X1 0.99 1 0.59±0.14 - - 0.99 0.66 0.64±0.10 - - 1 0.96 

Scenario - scenarios used to simulate metacommunities. The meaning of each scenario is explained in the Methods section of the main text; TI site = type I error for site shuffle 

procedure; TI taxa = type I error for taxa shuffle procedure; Pw site = statistical power for site shuffle procedure; Pw taxa = statistical power for taxa shuffle procedure. 



 

 

Application of extended framework to stream fish communities. 

BD, BDPhy and BDFun presented values of, respectively, 0.38, 0.09 and 0.01 for the stream 

fish metacommunity of Ivinhema River Basin. BDFun and BDPhy did not differ 

significantly from expected values of the taxa shuffle null model (p-values > 0.05). The 

contribution of local communities ranged from 0.003 to 0.009 for LCBD and 0.002 to 

0.02 for both PLCBD and XLCBD. Regarding uniqueness in composition, 23 

communities presented significant values for the site shuffle null model for LCBD, 26 for 

PLCBD and 45 for XLCBD. Of the 26 significant values for PLCBD, 11 were also 

significant for taxa shuffle, indicating the effects of deep evolutionary relationships in 

phylogenetic uniqueness of these communities. For XLCBD, 15 communities (from the 

45 that presented significant p-values for site shuffle) presented significant values for the 

taxa shuffle null model. Communities that presented significant values for PLCBD and 

XLCBD for site and taxa shuffle are represented in Figure 3 by, respectively, crossed 

circles and triangles. 
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Figure 3: Map showing the distribution of LCBD, PLCBD and XLCBD values for fish 

communities of Ivinhema River Basin. Each point represents a combination of values of 

local contribution for the three dimensions. The redder the color the greater the 

uniqueness of a community regarding taxonomic composition; the greener the color the 

greater uniqueness regarding clade composition; the bluer the color the greater the 

uniqueness regarding functional composition. Communities that presented significant 

values for PLCBD and XLCBD for site and taxa shuffle are represented by points with, 

respectively, crossed circles and triangles. 

All local components presented low correlation among each other, with the 

highest correlation found being for LCBD and PLCBD (r= 0.46; p-value < 0.001). This 

lack of correspondence among components of local contribution can also be noted in 

Figure 3. Figure 3 shows a predominance of a combination of low values for PLCBD, 
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XLCBD and PLCBD (circles with black color), indicating the predominance of 

communities with low uniqueness. Only a few communities presented high values for at 

least one component, with LCBD being the component with more communities with high 

uniqueness regarding taxonomic composition (represented by red circles). The presence 

of high values for two components is even more rare among the communities analyzed, 

indicating that is very rare for the communities of Ivinhema River Basin to host unique 

species, clades or species that present very distinct attributes. In Appendix S4 we also 

show the contribution of each species for Beta diversity of metacommunity. 

Discussion 

We demonstrated that the BD framework proposed by Legendre and De Cáceres (2013) 

can be effectively extended to accommodate other components of biodiversity. The 

extension presented here incorporates the advantages of the original BD framework 

(decomposition into meaningful components of local and species contributions) while at 

the same time effectively assessing b-diversity for phylogenetic and functional 

dimensions of biodiversity, as shown by the performance analysis of the metrics. 

As far as we are aware, the extension proposed in this work is the most general in 

literature, since other propositions that seek to expand Legendre and De Cáceres´ 

framework lack some important characteristics presented in the original proposition. 

Shooner et al. (2018) proposed a phylogenetic informed LCBD (also named as PLCBD) 

by using a phylogenetic distance matrix containing PhyloSor values (Bryant et al. 2009) 

for calculating LCBD. Since the use of a phylogenetic distance matrix among sites only 

allows BD to be decomposed into the local contribution component, it is not possible to 

obtain the portion of BD that accounts for species contribution to the total variation of the 

metacommunity (SCBD component). The use of the fuzzy weighting method together 
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with Legendre and De Cáceres´ equations allows phylogenetic and functional informed 

BD and all of its components to be derived, since the calculations can be made using both 

distance and raw data approaches (using directly matrix P or X). Besides the generality 

presented in our extension, we also highlight its flexibility, to obtaining new b-diversity 

measures that capture other dimensions of biological diversity. For example, a matrix 

containing genetic distances among species can be used in fuzzy-weight transformation 

to obtain the genetic composition of sites (e.g. see Duarte et al., 2018), which in turn can 

be used to compute a genetic informed BD measure and its components. Therefore, the 

method presented here can be viewed as a unified approach that allows the derivation of 

a family of b-diversity metrics with the same mathematical characteristics yet 

encompassing different components of biological diversity. 

The new local component metrics, PLCBD and XLCBD, can provide interesting 

tools to address questions in the investigation of patterns of organization of 

metacommunities. PLCBD can be used to identify patterns of variation present in the 

phylogenetic structure of metacommunities related to sites that host clades with unique 

evolutionary history. This information can be useful to test hypothesis that seek to 

understand how the degree of phylogenetic uniqueness of sites is related to environmental 

or historical factors (Graham & Fine, 2008; Leibold et al, 2010). Other methods, like 

PCPS (Duarte, 2011), can also be used to identify distinct sites regarding phylogenetic 

composition (heuristically, accompanied by an ordination procedure), however, PLCBD 

offers a more direct assessment of community uniqueness together with hypothesis 

testing to evaluate the role of species composition and deep evolutionary relationships in 

generating observed patterns of phylogenetic uniqueness (through site and taxa shuffle 

null models).  



 

 

Regarding practical applications of PLCBD and XLCBD, we highlight their utility 

for conservation purposes by identifying sites that deserve special attention due to 

uniqueness in species composition, evolutionary history and functional attributes. In this 

way they serve as complementary measures for studies that use local uniqueness based 

solely from a taxonomic perspective (e.g. Landeiro et al. 2018). An integrative approach 

that addresses multiple dimensions of variation in biological diversity can be used to 

identify areas of congruence or mismatches in the distribution of biological diversity, 

which can influence decisions made in conservation plans to preserve regional biotas 

(Devictor et al. 2010; Meynard et al. 2011). 

Our empirical example using a stream fish metacommunity illustrates how to link 

patterns of variation in b-diversity related to taxonomic, phylogenetic and functional 

diversity. Our findings complement those of Súarez et al (2011), by evidencing that the 

processes influencing the distribution of species in the upper Ivinhema River Basin are 

mainly mediated by variation in species composition and contemporary environmental 

factors, with the deep evolutionary history of the species having less impact on the 

structure of this metacommunity. By mapping LCBD, PLCBD and XLCBD we can see 

that only a few sites possess unique compositions of species, clades and attributes. Our 

multifaceted approach for beta diversity illustrates how these three metrics can be used 

together to help identify areas of special conservation interest (e.g., Devictor et al. 2010; 

Landeiro et al. 2018). The lack of a spatial pattern in local contribution indicates that the 

communities have very similar importance for the maintenance of the entire b-diversity 

of the Ivinhema River Basin. 

Concluding remarks and future directions 
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We move forward in the operationalization of b-diversity patterns by presenting a simple 

way to extend the BD framework in order to derive effective phylogenetic and functional 

b-diversity measures. The methods used in this work to extend the original framework 

are general enough to be used as a basis to obtain other metrics that can represent other 

dimensions of biological diversity while at the same time preserve the unique advantages 

presented in the original BD framework. 
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Considerações finais e conclusão 

Neste trabalho contribuímos em três principais aspectos relacionados ao estudo da 

biodiversidade. Primeiro, identificando um problema presente no primeiro passo para 

caracterização da biodiversidade, que consiste na escolha das métricas (Magurran, 2004; 

Magurran and McGill, 2011). Ao contrário das recomendações que apontam para o uso 

de métricas complementares (e.g. Lamb et al., 2009; Lyashevska and Farnsworth, 2012), 

mostramos no Capítulo 1 o predomínio da utilização de métricas redundantes para 

caracterização da biodiversidade em comunidades biológicas. A utilização de métricas 

redundantes pode, na prática, resultar na subestimação da informação presente nas 

comunidades (Farnsworth et al., 2012), sendo necessária uma mudança na forma em que 

métricas de diversidade são escolhidas, prezando por aquelas que capturam porções 

complementares da biodiversidade. 

 A segunda contribuição consiste na ampliação do modelo conceitual e operacional 

utilizado para quantificação da dimensionalidade da biodiversidade. Revelamos que para 

uma quantificação efetiva da dimensionalidade, é necessário considerar dois aspectos: a 

correlação entre as métricas de diversidade bem como a variação que cada uma delas 

apresenta no espaço multidimensional que caracteriza a biodiversidade. Apesar dos 

avanços pioneiros de Wilsey et al. (2005) seguidos por Lyashevska e Farnsworth (2012) 

e mais recentemente por Stevens e Gavilanez (2015) e Stevens e Tello (2018, 2014), 

nenhum destes autores promove uma união entre o componente de correlação e de 

variação para uma quantificação efetiva da dimensionalidade biológica. Portanto, 

promovemos a unificação dos métodos para quantificação da dimensionalidade, de modo 

que nossa proposta avança tanto no aspecto teórico sobre o conceito de dimensionalidade 

(agora composta por correlação e variação) como no aspecto operacional (através do 

arcabouço analítico composto pela obtenção de EE e IV). O novo arcabouço para 
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mensuração da dimensionalidade possibilita a resolução do paradoxo da diversidade, 

visto que possibilita a identificação das dimensões importantes para capturar a variação 

da biodiversidade através das métricas de diversidade.  

 Por fim, propomos novas formas de quantificação da diversidade ao 

desenvolvermos uma família de métricas capazes de capturar padrões de diversidade Beta 

taxonômica, funcional e filogenética de metacomunidades. Estendemos as vantagens 

presentes no arcabouço analítico de Legendre e De Cáceres (2013) (p.ex. independência 

matemática da diversidade alpha, decomposição da variação total em componentes) com 

auxílio dos métodos de grupos difusos (Duarte et al., 2016; Pillar and Duarte, 2010; 

Zadeh, 1965) para obter métricas de diversidade beta que podem revelar padrões de 

variação na biodiversidade não contemplados na proposta original de Legendre e De 

Cáceres (2013). As novas métricas obtidas possibilitam, por exemplo, a quantificação da 

importância de locais em uma metacomunidade para manutenção da composição 

funcional, filogenética e taxonômica destas metacomunidades. Outra inovação é a 

possibilidade de obtenção de valores que indiquem a importância das espécies para a 

manutenção da variação presente na metacomunidade, que por sua vez também pode ser 

quantificada considerando as dimensões funcional, filogenético e taxonômica da 

diversidade Beta. 

Direções futuras 

Nesta seção destaco possibilidades de estudos que podem ser desenvolvidos a partir dos 

avanços teóricos e metodológicos obtidos nesta tese. Primeiramente ressalto a 

necessidade da busca por modelos mecanísticos capazes de relacionar fatores ecológicos 

e evolutivos com padrões de dimensionalidade de comunidades biológicas, que podem 

ser obtidos a partir do método proposto no Capítulo 2. Em seguida apresento caminhos 



 

 

para derivação de outras métricas de diversidade beta utilizando o arcabouço 

metodológico proposto no Capítulo 3 desta tese. 

Dimensionalidade: indo além da descrição de padrões 

O estudo realizado por Tucker e Cadotte (2013) propõe uma unificação entre medidas de 

diversidade, porém se restringe a comparação de apenas duas dimensões: riqueza e 

diversidade filogenética. Apesar de revelar como fatores ecológicos (representados por 

autocorrelação espacial) e evolutivos (representado por diversificação recente ou 

profunda e balanço da filogenia) podem influenciar na correlação entre estas dimensões, 

defendemos que um arcabouço analítico capaz de unificar as métricas de diversidade de 

maneira efetiva deve abranger outras dimensões da diversidade bem como a utilizar 

métodos de quantificação da dimensionalidade que abranjam não só o componente de 

correlação, mas também o componente de variação, tal como demonstrado no Capítulo 2 

desta tese. 

Aliando a investigação de fatores ecológicos e evolutivos (incluindo modelos de 

evolução de atributos) tal como realizada por Tucker e Cadotte (2013), através dos 

métodos de dimensionalidade aqui propostos podemos compreender como tais fatores 

moldam os padrões de biodiversidade e dimensionalidade. A Figura 1 apresenta possíveis 

cenários de dimensionalidade considerando os componentes levados em consideração no 

Capítulo 2, além de possíveis fatores que podem gerar tais cenários de dimensionalidade. 
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Figura 1: Representação esquemática de diferentes cenários envolvendo o arcabouço metodológico para avaliação da dimensionalidade. Cada letra no interior 
das caixas indica uma dimensão da biodiversidade (F, T e P – funcional, taxonômica e filogenética, respectivamente). Os gráficos de pontos ilustram o padrão 
de correlação entre as métricas, enquanto que as caixas ilustram a quantidade de variação que cada métrica de diversidade apresenta no espaço total da 
biodiversidade. O eixo da abscissa corresponde ao componente de correlação, enquanto a ordenada indica o componente de variação. O quadrante IV compreende 
o cenário de maior dimensionalidade por apresentar baixa correlação entre as métricas e cada métrica apresentar uma porção semelhante de variação do total. 
Por outro lado, o quadrante II apresenta a menor dimensionalidade. Ao lado de cada quadrante listamos possíveis fatores que podem gerar os padrões de 
dimensionalidade. 
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Os quatro padrões de dimensionalidade apresentados na Figura 1 representam 

apenas uma amostra das possíveis combinações que os componentes de correlação e 

variação podem apresentar, oferecendo um ponto de partida para levantarmos possíveis 

fatores capazes de gerar tais padrões. Por exemplo, o cenário presente no quadrante IV é 

esperado quando diferentes dimensões da diversidade estão associadas com diferentes 

fatores ambientais (e.g. Safi et al., 2011), consequentemente, uma alta dimensionalidade 

na biodiversidade também estaria acompanhada por uma alta dimensionalidade nas 

características ambientais (Stevens and Tello, 2018). Esta situação pode ser evidenciada 

através de altos valores de EE e IV semelhante entre as métricas de diversidade utilizadas. 

A situação oposta, de baixa dimensionalidade, ilustrada pelo cenário II, pode 

corresponder a uma situação em que as diferentes dimensões da diversidade sejam 

influenciadas pelos mesmos fatores (possível resultado de alta correlação espacial fatores 

ambientais) (Tucker e Cadotte, 2014), em conjunto com processos evolutivos de seleção 

estabilizadora dos atributos, restringindo a variação da diversidade funcional e 

taxonômica em uma amplitude restrita da variação filogenética (Diniz-Filho, 2004). Nesta 

situação esperamos valores baixos de EE (alta correlação entre as métricas) e valores de 

IV mais altos para métricas que indiquem diversidade filogenética em relação a métricas 

que reflitam a dimensão funcional. 

Perspectivas práticas para a dimensionalidade 

Como já foi destacado nas seções anteriores, o primeiro passo no processo de 

caracterização da biodiversidade consiste na decisão de quais métricas de diversidade 

serão utilizadas. Porém, raramente sabemos a priori quais destas métricas são os melhores 

descritores da biodiversidade contida no sistema que estamos investigando. A análise da 

literatura nos mostra que é comum a opção por métricas que apresentem vantagens 

práticas de quantificação, são intuitivas ou ainda historicamente bem estabelecidas, por 
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exemplo a riqueza de espécies (Purvis and Hector, 2000), mesmo não correspondendo as 

mais efetivas na descrição da biodiversidade (Lyashevska e Farnsworth, 2012; Wilsey et 

al., 2005). Desta maneira, de que forma podemos garantir que as métricas escolhidas para 

caracterização da diversidade biológica capturam de maneira efetiva a informação 

presente na comunidade? Ou, quanta variação é perdida quando utilizado um dado 

conjunto de métricas e não outras? A resposta para tais questões deve passar por uma 

escolha de métricas que possibilita, de maneira objetiva, quantificar os ganhos e perdas 

ao decidir por um conjunto de métricas de diversidade em detrimento de outras. Neste 

sentido, o arcabouço analítico proposto no Capítulo 2 pode servir para sustentar decisões 

que envolvem a escolha de métricas de diversidade, visto que possibilita quantificar 

diretamente o conjunto mínimo de dimensões necessárias para descrever de forma efetiva 

a diversidade (EE) bem como quantificar a importância de cada métrica de diversidade 

para capturar a informação nela contida (IV).  

Partindo do conhecimento prévio de que a biodiversidade pode ser representa por 

três dimensões de variação (Lyashevska e Farnsworth, 2012), um conjunto de métricas 

que representem cada uma destas três dimensões pode ser elencado, e a partir de 

subconjuntos de métricas (diferentes matrizes M) podemos quantificar tanto o 

componente de correlação (representado por EE) e variação (representada por IV) destas, 

buscando por valores que minimizam a correlação entre métricas (valores altos de EE) e 

maximizam a variação de cada métrica no espaço multidimensional (que pode ser 

representado pela equitabilidade de valores de IV entre as métricas). 

Expandindo as possibilidades para quantificação da diversidade Beta 

A nova família de métricas de diversidade Beta proposta no Capítulo 3, além de 

possibilitar a mensuração de aspectos da variação da biodiversidade em diferentes escalas 



 

 

(espécies, unidades amostrais e metacomunidades) e em diferentes dimensões da 

diversidade (funcional, filogenético e taxonômico), abre caminho para a estruturação de 

um arcabouço analítico capaz de integrar diferentes dimensões de variação da diversidade 

Beta. Visto que as métricas apresentadas no Capítulo 3 (BDPhy, BDFun) são obtidas a partir 

de uma simples modificação da matriz de distância utilizada para ponderação da matriz 

de composição de espécies, podemos utilizar uma matriz de similaridade que caracterize 

outras dimensões de variação da biodiversidade que não foram contempladas em nosso 

estudo. Por exemplo, Duarte et al. (2018) demonstra como uma matriz que descreve a 

similaridade genética entre populações pode ser obtida a partir da informação proveniente 

de redes de haplótipos ou polimorfismo de base única (SNPs). Esta matriz de similaridade 

poderia ser utilizada no arcabouço metodológico presente na Figura 1 do Capítulo 3 para 

obtenção da variação genética presente em metapopulações/metacomunidades. Portanto, 

a flexibilidade do arcabouço analítico proposto no Capítulo 3 pode ser facilmente 

estendido para obtenção de medidas de diversidade beta que capturem outras dimensões 

da biodiversidade. 
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ANEXOS E APÊNDICES 1 

Apêndice introdução 2 

Tabela S1: Estudos que utilizaram uma abordagem integrada para investigação da biodiversidade utilizando o modelo operacional de Ricotta. 3 

Estudo Grupo biológico Relação entre as métricas investigadas por: 

Stevens and Tello (2014) 

morcegos 

Correlação (EE) 

Stevens and Gavillanez 

(2015) 

Correlação (EE) 

Wilsey et al. (2005) Vegetação campestre Variação (IV) 

Lyashevska and 

Farnsworth (2012) 
Comunidades bênticas 

Correlação e variação 

Naeem et al. (2016) plantas  

Stevens and Tello (2018) morcegos Correlação  

Tucker and Cadotte (2013) Comunidades simuladas Correlação  

Gallardo et al. (2011) invertebrados correlação 

4 
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Apêndice capítulo 1 

Table S1: Metrics that make up the groups formed in co-metric analysis with their 
respective original reference or an example of application and the abbreviation of the 
metric. The abbreviation correspond to the same used in Figure 2 of main text. 

Indices Refference (proposer of 

index or an example of 

utilization) 

Abbreviation/Simbol(if 

exist) 

Taxonomic dimension   

Beta diversity indices   

Berger-Parker Sheldon and Thoms (2006) D 

Dominance indices Berger and Parker (1970)  

Estability   

Fisher’s alpha Beck et al. (2006) Fischer’s α 

Hilsenhoff Biotic Index  Waite et al. (2004) HBI 

Margalef Sheldon and Thoms (2006) !"# 

Menhinick Sheldon and Thoms (2006) !"$ 

Rarity indexes Renio et al (2008)  

Richness   

Shannon Korallo et al. (2007) %′ 

Simpson Martínez et al. D 

Total diversity Desrochers and Anand (2005)  

   

Phylogenetic dimension   

Taxonomic entropy Ricotta and Avena (2003)  

Total complexity Desrochers and Anand (2005)  

Net Relatedness Index Webb (2000) NTI 

Nearest Taxon Index Webb (2000) NRI 

Mean Pairwise Phylogenetic Distance Webb (2000) MPD 

Mean Nearest Taxon Distance Webb (2000) MNTD 

Taxonomic diversity Clarke and Warwick (1998) ∆ 

Variance in taxonomic distinctness Korallo et al. (2007) Λ' 

Average taxonomic distinctness Clarke and Warwick (1998) ∆' 



 

 

Phylogenetic distinctness Clarke and Warwick (2001) Φ( 

Phylogenetic Diversity Faith (1992) PD 

   

Functional dimensions   

Functional Divergence Villéger et al. (2008) FDiv 

Functional Especialization Villéger et al. (2010) FEso 

Functional Dispersion Laliberté and Legendre 

(2010) 

FDis 

Functional Richness Villéger et al. (2008) FRic 

Functional Eveness Villéger et al (2008) FEve 

Rao’s quadratic diversity Rao (2010) ) 

Community Weighted Mean trait 

value 

Ricotta and Moretti (2011) CWM 

Functional Diversity * Venail et al. (2010)  

Volum of the morphological space Moreno and Solis (2006)  

Functional Diversity Petchey and Gaston (2002)  

Functional Redundancy Brown et al. (2011)  
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Apêndice capítulo 2 

Appendix S1 – Simulation procedure. 

We elaborated an interactive simulation module with shiny package for RStudio, 

in order to the reader explore the basic patterns in simulation procedure used in our work. 

The module contains a user interface (A in Figure S1) that present the parameters used to 

simulate a phylogenetic trees (B), species traits (C), communities (D) and calculate three 

diversity metrics (richness, phylogenetic diversity [Faith, 1999] and functional diversity 



 

 

[Petchey and Gaston, 2000]. Panels E, F and G respectively). Each modification that is 

made in any parameters of the user interface triggers the simulation procedure with the 

generation of a new phylogeny, species traits, community composition and calculation of 

diversity metrics, following the same methods for simulating communities described in 

the section Simulation methodology in the main text of this work. 

The default module initiate showing a pattern in which the community present a 

phylogeny with 50 species (set with slidebar Number of species in phylogeny). The 

species present high phylogenetical signal in traits (set with slidebar Grafen parameter 

for phylogenetic signal, lower values of Grafen parameter reduce the phylogenetic signal 

whereas higher values increases phylogenetic signal). The metacommunity was 

assembled by a process of phylogenetic habitat filter (sensu Duarte, 2002) in which, in 

one extreme only the 10% more phylogenetic related species can occur (set with upper 

value of slidebar Lower and upper values for habitat filtering) and in the other point of 

the phylogenetic gradient any specie can occur (no phylogenetic restriction, set with lower 

value of slidebar Lower and upper values for habitat filtering), creating a gradient in 

phylogenetic and functional diversity (bar plots F and G). The richness can be set to be 

equal in all communities or a gradient in the bottom widget (Must the richness be equal 

for all communities?). Finally, the phylogenetic filter applied can be set to be gradual 

(default) or not (set with Must the phylogenetic filter be gradual?). 
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Figure S1: Layout of interactive simulation module to simulate metacommunities. 

This comprises the basic parameters used to simulate the scenarios used in the work. A – 

slide bars and buttons containing parameters that can be modified to obtain the 

metacommunities; B – phylogeny used to simulate the traits, metacommunities and 

calculate PD metric; C – bar plot representing trait values for each species in phylogeny; 

D – representation of species incidence in communities that compose the 

metacommunity, columns represent communities and lines represent species, the filled 

space represents the presence of a specie in a community; E, F and G – bar plots 

representing the values for, respectively, richness (rich), phylogenetic diversity (PD) and 

functional diversity (FD) for each community. 

Each time that some widget control is modified the simulation processes starts 

again with a new phylogeny, reflecting the same procedure used to perform the 

simulations used in the section Simulation methodology of the main text. The 

combinations of widget controls will not result in all Scenarios showed in the main text, 

A B C D

E

F

G



 

 

but comprises the basic controls to obtain the Scenarios used. The application can be 

accessed at https://gabrielnakamura.shinyapps.io/Supp_matShiny/. 
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Appendix S2 – R functions for IV  

Markdown file containing the arguments and the outputs of IV_function. For the latest 

version of this function see https://github.com/GabrielNakamura/IV_function. 

# IV_function 

Function to compute Importance Values (adapted from [Willig et al. 

2005](http://www.esajournals.org/doi/abs/10.1890/04-0394)). 

# arguments 

inputs: 

matrix.M= a matrix with communities in rows and values of metrics in columns;  

IV.bootstrap= logical argument, if TRUE the function will compute bootstrap values of 

IV for matrix.M, if FALSE the function will compute only observed values; 

n.sample= number of bootstrap samples to be carried out with matrix.M; 
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scale= logical argument, if TRUE the matrix.M will be standardized to zero mean and 

unit variance, if FALSE no standardization is performed; 

method= If scale= TRUE, method correspond to the type of standardization imposed to 

matrix.M before calculation of IVs. The arguments to be used are the same to be passed  

to the argument method in function decostand() in vegan. Default argument is "max", 

where the metrics are standardized by their respective maximum value observed between 

communities. 

stopRule= logical, if TRUE the Importance Values of dimensions will be calculated using 

only significant axes according to Kaiser-Guttman criterion. Default values is TRUE. 

output: 

list with length two containing observed and bootstrap IVs of components of diversity 

present in matrix.M. If the option bootstrap= FALSE, the function will return a matrix 

with one row and column number equal to the number of columns in matrix M. 

####copy and paste from here##### 

ImportanceVal<- function(matrix.M, IV.bootstrap= FALSE, 
n.sample= 999, scale= TRUE, method= "standardize", 
stopRule= TRUE){ 
    library(vegan) 
    if(is.matrix(matrix.M) == FALSE){ 
        matrix.M<- as.matrix(matrix.M) 
        if(ncol(matrix.M)<3){ 
            stop("\n matrix M must be at least 3 components 
of diversity\n") 
        } 
        if(nrow(matrix.M)<3){ 
            stop("\n Matrix M must be at least 3 
communities\n") 
        } 
    }  
    matrix.M.stand<-decostand(x = matrix.M, method = 
method, MARGIN = 2)[1:nrow(matrix.M),] 
    if(scale == TRUE){ 
        metric.sqrt.corr<- (prcomp(x = matrix.M.stand, 
scale.= FALSE)$rotation ^ 2) 



 

 

        prop.var<- summary(prcomp(x = matrix.M.stand, 
scale.= FALSE))$importance[2,] 
        names.matrix.IV<- list("IV.resu", 
colnames(matrix.M)) 
        IVs.result<- matrix(nrow= 1, ncol= ncol(matrix.M), 
dimnames= names.matrix.IV) 
        for(i in 1:nrow(metric.sqrt.corr)){ 
            IVs.result[,i]<- metric.sqrt.corr[i,] %*% 
as.matrix(prop.var) 
        } 
        if(stopRule==TRUE){ 
            sig.eigen<-which(prcomp(matrix.M.stand, scale. 
= FALSE)$sdev^2>mean(prcomp(matrix.M.stand, scale. = 
FALSE)$sdev^2)) 
            metric.sqrt.corr.sig<- (prcomp(x = 
matrix.M.stand, scale.= FALSE)$rotation ^ 2)[,sig.eigen] 
            prop.var.sig<- as.matrix(summary(prcomp(x = 
matrix.M.stand, scale.= 
FALSE))$importance[2,])[sig.eigen,] 
            names.matrix.IV<- list("IV.resu", 
colnames(matrix.M)) 
            IVs.result.sig<- matrix(nrow= 1, ncol= 
ncol(matrix.M), dimnames= names.matrix.IV) 
            for(i in 
1:nrow(as.matrix(metric.sqrt.corr.sig))){ 
                IVs.result.sig[,i]<- 
as.matrix(metric.sqrt.corr.sig)[i,] %*% 
as.matrix(prop.var.sig) 
            } 
        } 
        if(IV.bootstrap == FALSE){ 
            if(stopRule==TRUE){ 
                return(IVs.result.sig)} else { 
                    return(IVs.result) 
                } 
        } 
        if(IV.bootstrap == TRUE) { 
            matrix.M.boot<- vector("list", n.sample) 
            for(i in 1:n.sample) { 
                matrix.M.boot[[i]]<- 
matrix.M.stand[sample(1:nrow(matrix.M.stand), replace= 
TRUE),] 
            } 
            names.IV.result.boot<- list(c(1:n.sample), 
colnames(matrix.M)) 
            IV.result.boot<- matrix(nrow= n.sample, ncol= 
ncol(matrix.M), dimnames= names.IV.result.boot) 
            metric.sqrt.corr.boot<- vector("list", 
n.sample) 
            prop.var.boot<- vector("list", n.sample) 
            for(i in 1:length(matrix.M.boot)){  
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                metric.sqrt.corr.boot[[i]]<- (prcomp(x = 
matrix.M.boot[[i]], scale.= FALSE)$rotation ^ 2) 
                prop.var.boot[[i]]<- summary(prcomp(x = 
matrix.M.boot[[i]], scale.= FALSE))$importance[2,] 
            } 
            IVs.result.boot<- matrix(nrow = n.sample, ncol= 
ncol(matrix.M), byrow = TRUE) 
            for(i in 1:length(metric.sqrt.corr.boot)){ 
                metric.sqrt.corr.boot[[i]]  
                for(j in 1:ncol(matrix.M)){ 
                    IV.result.boot[i,j]<- 
metric.sqrt.corr.boot[[i]][j,] %*% 
as.matrix(prop.var.boot[[i]]) 
                } 
            }         
            IV.bootstrap.result<- setNames(list(IVs.result, 
IV.result.boot), c("IV.obs", "IV.boot")) 
            if(stopRule==TRUE){ 
                IV.result.boot.sig<- matrix(nrow= n.sample, 
ncol= ncol(matrix.M.stand), dimnames= 
names.IV.result.boot) 
                metric.sqrt.corr.boot.sig<- vector("list", 
n.sample) 
                prop.var.boot.sig<- vector("list", 
n.sample) 
                for(i in 1:length(matrix.M.boot)){ 
                    sig.eigen<-which(prcomp(matrix.M.stand, 
scale. = FALSE)$sdev^2>mean(prcomp(matrix.M.stand, scale. 
= FALSE)$sdev^2)) 
                    metric.sqrt.corr.boot.sig[[i]]<- 
as.matrix((prcomp(x = matrix.M.boot[[i]], scale.= 
FALSE)$rotation ^ 2)[,sig.eigen]) 
                    prop.var.boot.sig[[i]]<- 
as.matrix(summary(prcomp(x = matrix.M.boot[[i]], scale.= 
FALSE))$importance[2,])[sig.eigen,] 
                } 
                IVs.result.boot.sig<- matrix(nrow = 
n.sample, ncol= ncol(matrix.M.stand), byrow = TRUE) 
                for(i in 
1:length(metric.sqrt.corr.boot.sig)){ 
                    metric.sqrt.corr.boot.sig[[i]]  
                    for(j in 1:ncol(matrix.M)){ 
                        IV.result.boot.sig[i,j]<- 
metric.sqrt.corr.boot.sig[[i]][j,] %*% 
as.matrix(prop.var.boot.sig[[i]]) 
                    } 
                } 
                IV.bootstrap.result.sig<- 
setNames(list(IVs.result.sig, IV.result.boot.sig), 
c("IV.obs_stopRule", "IV.boot_stopRule")) 
                return(IV.bootstrap.result.sig) 



 

 

            } 
            return(IV.bootstrap.result) 
        } 
    } 
    if(scale == FALSE){ 
        metric.sqrt.corr<- (prcomp(x = matrix.M, scale.= 
FALSE)$rotation ^ 2) 
        prop.var<- summary(prcomp(x = matrix.M, scale.= 
FALSE))$importance[2,] 
        names.matrix.IV<- list("IV.resu", 
colnames(matrix.M)) 
        IVs.result<- matrix(nrow= 1, ncol= ncol(matrix.M), 
dimnames= names.matrix.IV) 
        for(i in 1:nrow(metric.sqrt.corr)){ 
            IVs.result[,i]<- metric.sqrt.corr[i,] %*% 
as.matrix(prop.var) 
        } 
        if(stopRule==TRUE){ 
            sig.eigen<-which(prcomp(matrix.M, scale. = 
FALSE)$sdev^2>mean(prcomp(matrix.M, scale. = 
FALSE)$sdev^2)) 
            metric.sqrt.corr.sig<- (prcomp(x = matrix.M, 
scale.= FALSE)$rotation ^ 2)[,sig.eigen] 
            prop.var.sig<- as.matrix(summary(prcomp(x = 
matrix.M, scale.= FALSE))$importance[2,])[sig.eigen,] 
            names.matrix.IV<- list("IV.resu", 
colnames(matrix.M)) 
            IVs.result.sig<- matrix(nrow= 1, ncol= 
ncol(matrix.M), dimnames= names.matrix.IV) 
            for(i in 
1:nrow(as.matrix(metric.sqrt.corr.sig))){ 
                IVs.result.sig[,i]<- 
as.matrix(metric.sqrt.corr.sig)[i,] %*% 
as.matrix(prop.var.sig) 
            } 
        } 
        if(IV.bootstrap == FALSE){ 
            if(stopRule==TRUE){ 
                return(IVs.result.sig)} else { 
                    return(IVs.result) 
                } 
        } 
        if(IV.bootstrap == TRUE) { 
            matrix.M.boot<- vector("list", n.sample) 
            for(i in 1:n.sample) { 
                matrix.M.boot[[i]]<- 
matrix.M[sample(1:nrow(matrix.M.stand), replace= TRUE),] 
            } 
            names.IV.result.boot<- list(c(1:n.sample), 
colnames(matrix.M)) 
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            IV.result.boot<- matrix(nrow= n.sample, ncol= 
ncol(matrix.M), dimnames= names.IV.result.boot) 
            metric.sqrt.corr.boot<- vector("list", 
n.sample) 
            prop.var.boot<- vector("list", n.sample) 
            for(i in 1:length(matrix.M.boot)){  
                metric.sqrt.corr.boot[[i]]<- (prcomp(x = 
matrix.M.boot[[i]], scale.= FALSE)$rotation ^ 2) 
                prop.var.boot[[i]]<- 
as.matrix(summary(prcomp(x = matrix.M.boot[[i]], scale.= 
FALSE))$importance[2,]) 
            } 
            IVs.result.boot<- matrix(nrow = n.sample, ncol= 
ncol(matrix.M), byrow = TRUE) 
            for(i in 1:length(metric.sqrt.corr.boot)){ 
                metric.sqrt.corr.boot[[i]]  
                for(j in 1:ncol(matrix.M)){ 
                    IV.result.boot[i,j]<- 
metric.sqrt.corr.boot[[i]][j,] %*% 
as.matrix(prop.var.boot[[i]]) 
                } 
            }         
            IV.bootstrap.result<- setNames(list(IVs.result, 
IV.result.boot), c("IV.obs", "IV.boot")) 
            if(stopRule==TRUE){ 
                IV.result.boot.sig<- matrix(nrow= n.sample, 
ncol= ncol(matrix.M), dimnames= names.IV.result.boot) 
                metric.sqrt.corr.boot.sig<- vector("list", 
n.sample) 
                prop.var.boot.sig<- vector("list", 
n.sample) 
                for(i in 1:length(matrix.M.boot)){ 
                    sig.eigen<-which(prcomp(matrix.M, 
scale. = FALSE)$sdev^2>mean(prcomp(matrix.M, scale. = 
FALSE)$sdev^2)) 
                    metric.sqrt.corr.boot.sig[[i]]<- 
as.matrix((prcomp(x = matrix.M.boot[[i]], scale.= 
FALSE)$rotation ^ 2)[,sig.eigen]) 
                    prop.var.boot.sig[[i]]<- 
as.matrix(summary(prcomp(x = matrix.M.boot[[i]], scale.= 
FALSE))$importance[2,])[sig.eigen,] 
                } 
                IVs.result.boot.sig<- matrix(nrow = 
n.sample, ncol= ncol(matrix.M), byrow = TRUE) 
                for(i in 
1:length(metric.sqrt.corr.boot.sig)){ 
                    metric.sqrt.corr.boot.sig[[i]]  
                    for(j in 1:ncol(matrix.M)){ 
                        IV.result.boot.sig[i,j]<- 
metric.sqrt.corr.boot.sig[[i]][j,] %*% 
as.matrix(prop.var.boot.sig[[i]]) 



 

 

                    } 
                } 
                IV.bootstrap.result.sig<- 
setNames(list(IVs.result.sig, IV.result.boot.sig), 
c("IV.obs_stopRule", "IV.boot_stopRule")) 
                return(IV.bootstrap.result.sig) 
            } 
            return(IV.bootstrap.result) 
        } 
    } 
} 

Appendix S3 – Dimensionality function 

Markdown file containing the arguments used in dimensionality_function and its 

outputs. For the latest version of this function see 

https://github.com/GabrielNakamura/dimensionality_function. 

# dimensionality_function 

Function to calculate the dimensionality of biodiversity based on evenness of 

eingenvalues obtained from a PCA, performed on a matrix M (communities described by 

metrics of biodiversity). 

The function are performed accondingly to logic propposed by [Stevens and Tello 

2014](http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/geb.12192/abstract) to measure the 

dimensionality of biodiversity. 

 

# arguments 

inputs: 

matrix.M= a matrix with communities in rows and values of metrics in columns;  
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scale= logical argument, if TRUE the matrix.M will be standardized acordingly to the 

argument contained in methods, if FALSE no standardization is performed; 

 

method= If scale= TRUE, method correspond to the type of standardization imposed to 

matrix.M. The arguments to be used are the same to be passed  to the argument method 

in function decostand() in vegan. Default argument is "standardize", where the metrics 

are standardized by zero mean and unit variance. 

 

evenness= index of evenness to be applied in eingenvalues derived from PCA on matrix 

M. May be one of the following arguments: "Camargo" to calculate evenness based on 

Camargo's index; "Pielou" to calculate evenness based in Pielou's evenness or "both", to 

calculate both index 

 

output: 

numeric, with a value representing the degree of evenness based in one of the two index 

options or a list with length two containing the results of evenness based on the two option 

of indexes. The greater the index, greater the dimensionality of the set of communities 

described by matrix M. 

####copy and paste from here### 

dimensionality<- function(matrix.M, scale= TRUE, method= 
"standardize", evenness= "Camargo"){ 
    library(vegan) 
    library(picante) 
    #Camargo's index 
    camargo.eveness <- function(n_spec, include_zeros = T){ 



 

 

        if(is.vector(n_spec)==FALSE){ 
            stop("\n n_spec must be a vector of abundance 
of species \n") 
        }   
        if (include_zeros){ 
            n <- n_spec 
        }  else{ 
            n <- n_spec[n_spec > 0] 
        }  
        S <- length(n) 
        camar<-matrix(nrow=length(n), ncol=length(n)) 
        for (i in 1:S) 
        { 
            for (j in 1:S) 
            { 
                p_i <- n[i]/sum(n) 
                p_j <- n[j]/sum(n) 
                camar[i,j] <- ((abs(p_i - p_j))/S) 
            } 
        } 
        sum.camar<- abs(sum(as.dist(camar, diag= FALSE, 
upper= FALSE))) 
        return(1-sum.camar) 
    } 
    #Pielou index 
    pielou.evenness<- function(x) { 
        library(vegan) 
        H<- diversity(x) 
        nspec<- length(x) 
        J<- H/log(nspec) 
        return(J) 
    } 
    if(is.matrix(matrix.M) == FALSE){ 
        matrix.M<- as.matrix(matrix.M) 
        if(ncol(matrix.M)<3){ 
            stop("\n matrix M must be at least 3 components 
of diversity\n") 
        } 
        if(nrow(matrix.M)<3){ 
            stop("\n Matrix M must be at least 3 
communities\n") 
        } 
    }  
    matrix.M.stand<-decostand(x = matrix.M, method = 
method, MARGIN = 2)[1:nrow(matrix.M),] 
    if(scale==TRUE){ 
        eingen.obs.stand<- (summary(prcomp(x = 
matrix.M.stand, scale. = FALSE))$sdev)^2 
        eveness.obs.camargo<- camargo.eveness(n_spec= 
as.vector(eingen.obs.stand)) 
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        eveness.obs.pielou<- pielou.evenness(x = 
eingen.obs.stand) 
        both_evenness<- list(Camargo= eveness.obs.camargo, 
Pielou= eveness.obs.pielou) 
        if(evenness=="Camargo"){ 
            return(eveness.obs.camargo) 
        } 
        if(evenness=="Pielou") { 
            return(eveness.obs.pielou) 
        } 
        if(evenness=="both"){ 
            return(both_evenness) 
        } 
    } 
    if(scale==FALSE){ 
        eingen.obs<- (summary(prcomp(x = matrix.M, scale. = 
FALSE))$sdev)^2 
        eveness.obs.camargo<- camargo.eveness(n_spec= 
as.vector(eingen.obs)) 
        eveness.obs.pielou<- pielou.evenness(x = 
eingen.obs) 
        both_evenness<- list(Camargo= eveness.obs.camargo, 
Pielou= eveness.obs.pielou) 
        if(evenness=="Camargo"){ 
            return(eveness.obs.camargo) 
        } 
        if(evenness=="Pielou") { 
            return(eveness.obs.pielou) 
        } 
        if(evenness=="both"){ 
            return(both_evenness) 
        } 
    } 
} 
 

  



 

 

Apêndice capítulo 3 

Supplementary Material 

Appendix S1 

Obtaining BD through the raw data approach 

We summarize here how BDPhy and BDFun can be obtained using the raw data approach. 

The major advantage of calculating BD metrics this way is that it allows BD to be 

decomposed into a component that represents species contribution to beta diversity 

(SCBD). We start with a matrix that describes phylogenetic or functional composition of 

communities (matrix P or X, respectively) obtained using a fuzzy weighting procedure 

and use it to compute the square deviation of the proportion of incidence of each species 

in a community (yij) with its respective mean incidence in the community ( ̅yj) as 

described in Equation S1. Each value obtained from Equation S1 composes matrix S of 

square deviations. 

*+, = 	 /0+,	 − 	023 4
(

 Equation S1. 

Using Equation S2 we can obtain the BD measure, where n corresponds to the total 

number of sites in the metacommunity and p the total number of species. 
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$EF  Equation S2 

Since BDPhy and BDFun comprise the total variation in, respectively, matrix P and X, we 

can partition it into different components that represent the variation accounted for by the 

rows of matrix S and the variation accounted for by the columns. By summing the rows 

of matrix S we obtain a measure of local contribution for beta diversity (PLCBD for 

phylogenetic contribution and XLCBD for functional contribution) and by summing the 
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elements in each column of matrix S we obtain a measure of species contribution for beta 

diversity (PSCBD for phylogenetic and XSCBD for functional). 

Interpreting phylogenetic and functional local components of BDFun and BDPhy 

In order to clarify how components PLCBD and XLCBD can be interpreted as measures 

of phylogenetic and functional uniqueness, we illustrate in Figure S1 a hypothetical 

example with a metacommunity. The metacommunity is described by the presence of five 

species (matrix W) with their respective phylogenetic relationships (phylogenetic tree) 

and a functional dendrogram describing trait similarities among species. Three species 

occur only in community 1 (sp 2, sp 3 and sp 5 in matrix W), consequently, community 

1 has the highest value for LCBD, since this is the most unique in terms of species 

composition. On the other hand, community 3 hosts only species 1, and is the most 

distinct in terms of evolutionary history. For this reason, despite the lower contribution 

to the taxonomic component of beta diversity (low LCBD), community 3 has the highest 

PLCBD (0.50). Finally, community 2 is the most unique in terms of functional 

composition since it hosts species 4, and is the most distinct regarding its attributes 

(illustrated in the functional dendrogram). 

 



 

 

 

Figure S1: Schematic representation of a simple example containing one metacommunity 

composed of three communities and five species, with their occurrence and phylogenetic 

and functional relatedness described by, respectively, matrix W, a phylogenetic tree and 

a functional dendrogram. Matrices X and P are the results of a fuzzy weighting procedure 

applied to matrix W, and now describe functional and phylogenetic composition, 

respectively. Distance matrices Dx, Dw and Dp are calculated according to an appropriate 

dissimilarity index and describe dissimilarity among communities according to 

functional, taxonomic and phylogenetic dimensions. A measure of the contribution of 

each local component to total b-diversity related to functional (XLCBD), taxonomic 

(LCBD) and phylogenetic (PLCBD) dimensions of diversity can be obtained using 

Equation 4. 

Appendix 2 

Simulation procedure. 

To simulate the four scenarios used to test the performance of BDPhy, BDFun and their 

respective component metrics PLCBD and XLCBD, we use an adaptation of the 

P s1 s2 s3 s4 s5

comm1 0.25 0.21 0.21 0.16 0.16

comm2 0 0.14 0.14 0.35 0.35

comm3 1 0 0 0 0

W s1 s2 s3 s4 s5

comm1 1 1 1 0 1

comm2 0 0 0 1 0

comm3 1 0 0 0 0

X s1 s2 s3 s4 s5

comm1 0.25 0.24 0.24 0 0.25

comm2 0 0 0 1 0

comm3 0.3 0.19 0.19 0 0.3

PLCBD

0.08

0.40

0.50

LCBD

0.46

0.36

0.16

XLCBD

0.17

0.65

0.17

S5

S4

S3

S2

S1

S4

S1

S5

S2

S3

Functional 
dendrogram

Phylogenetic tree

DPSp

Sf

DW

DX
fuzzy-weighting Sqrt Bray-Curtis Eq. 4

fuzzy-weighting

Eq. 4

Eq. 4Sqrt Bray-Curtis
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simulation procedure proposed by Peres-Neto et al.(2012), which in turn is an adaptation 

of a procedure detailed by Minchin (1986) to simulate community composition in n-

dimensional environmental gradients. The simulation procedure can be viewed as a three-

step process that comprises the following steps: (1) simulation of a phylogenetic tree that 

describes the evolutionary relationships among species that will compose the species 

pool; (2) simulation of the traits of these species; and (3) the assembly of a 

metacommunity based on the traits and a simulated environmental gradient used to 

allocate species among local communities. Each community in the metacommunity 

represents a point in the environmental gradient. Below we detail each of these three steps 

used to simulate metacommunities. 

1 – Simulation of the phylogenetic tree. 

To simulate the phylogenetic tree we used the function sim.bdtree of the geiger package 

(Harmon et al., 2008), which simulates the relatedness of species by a homogeneous birth-

death process across all lineages. We set the speciation rate to 0.1 and the extinction rate 

to zero. This phylogeny was then used to simulate traits for the species. 

2 – Simulation of species traits. 

We simulated traits using the function rTraitCont. We manipulated the phylogenetic 

signal of traits by modifying the branch lengths of the phylogenetic tree using Grafen’s r 

parameter and the function compute.brlen. Both rTraitCont and compute.brlen are of the 

ape package (Paradis et al., 2004). Low values for parameter r lengthen shallow branches 

of the tree, simulating ancient diversification of species, and thus generate low 

phylogenetic signal in traits. On the other hand, values of r that are near 1 lengthen deeper 

branches, simulating trait variation equivalent to that expected by a Brownian motion 

model, thus generating high phylogenetic signal in traits. We used r = 0.0001 to simulate 



 

 

traits with low phylogenetic signal and r = 1 to generate traits with high phylogenetic 

signal. Trait values were scaled to vary between -1 and 101 prior to subsequent analyses. 

This trait simulation procedure was previously tested by Duarte et al. (2016), who 

demonstrated that modifications of r generated phylogenetic signal as expected; i.e., low 

values of r generating low phylogenetic signal and values of r = 1 generating 

phylogenetic signal near 1, as quantified by the K statistic (Blomberg, Garland Jr, & Ives, 

2003). 

3- Metacommunity assembly 

From the simulated phylogenetic tree and traits (referred as F), we simulated 

metacommunities using a function that relates the values of attributes in vector F with 

values of an environmental gradient E present in each community (with each value in 

these vectors represented as fi and ek, respectivelly). The values of the environmental 

gradient were simulated from a uniform distribution ranging from 0 to 100. Species 

abundances in communities were simulated as unimodal response curves where the 

abundance wik of the ith species in the kth community (Peres-Neto et al. 2012) is defined 

as follows: 

 Equation 1
 

Vector h in equation 1 contains random uniformly-distributed values ranging from 0 to 

30 and represents the maximum abundance of each species at its optimum. Based on 

Equation 1 we simulated metacommunities containing 50 communities.  

		
wik =hi exp

− ek − fi( )2

2σ i
2

⎡

⎣

⎢
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⎥
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⎥
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In summary, the simulation procedure described in Equation 1 can be interpreted 

as a sampling procedure of each species across an environmental gradient such that each 

species has distinct probabilities of being sampled at different locations along this 

gradient (Figure S1). These differences guarantee that the simulated metacommunity 

would possess variation in the species composition of its communities. 

 

Figure S2: Schematic representation of a phylogenetic tree with species traits 

represented by colors and a graphic of unimodal response curves for each species present 

in the phylogeny. Similar species regarding their traits and phylogenetic relationships 

have a greater probability of being sampled in communities possessing similar values 

along the environmental gradient. This example illustrates the unimodal response curves 

for one metacommunity created according to scenario W1,P1,X1. 

The four scenarios used to test the metrics proposed in this work were produced 

by combining the presence or absence of phylogenetic signal in traits with the traits used 

to calculate the metrics in the following manner: For the situation in which phylogenetic 

relationships and attributes of species mediate variation in community composition across 

the metacommunity, species that present similar traits and are phylogenetically similar 
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have greater probability of being sampled at similar points along the environmental 

gradient. This situation corresponds to the scenario W1,P1,X1, which is illustrated in 

Figure S2 as an example of the format of unimodal species response curves. For the 

situation in which variation in community composition is mediated only by the attributes 

of species, the traits used in assembling the metacommunity do not possess phylogenetic 

signal, which corresponds to scenario W1,P0,X1. If only phylogenetic relationships 

mediate variation in community composition, then the traits used to calculate BDFun are 

not the same as those that mediate metacommunity assembly (scenario W1,P1,X0). If 

neither attributes nor phylogenetic relationships of species mediate variation in 

community composition, the traits used to calculate BDFun are not the same as those that 

are responsible for metacommunity assembly, and those that were used to simulate the 

metacommunity do not possess phylogenetic signal (W1,P0,X0). 

The theoretical expectation regarding PLCBD and XLCBD are illustrated in 

Figure 3. Metacommunities structured by traits with phylogenetic signal will present 

higher values of PLCBD and XLCBD for communities near the extremes of 

environmental conditions than communities with environmental values near the mean for 

the entire metacommunity (high observed F values than that generated by the null 

models). On the other hand, metacommunities in which the assembly process is not 

dependent on the phylogenetic relationships of species nor by the traits they possess, will 

present similar values of PLCBD and XLCBD across all the entire environmental gradient 

(observed F values similar to that generated by null models). 
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Figure S3: Schematic representation of simulation procedure used to test the 

performance of PLCBD and XLCBD. Scenario A represents a metacommunity simulated 

to test the power of PLCBD and XLCBD, in which communities in the extreme of the 

environmental gradient will present higher values of PLCBD and XLCBD than 

communities in the middle of the gradient. As a consequence, the F values derived from 

a model relating PLCBD/XLCBD with environment (Fobs) to simulate the communities 

must be higher than the F values generated from a null model that related null 

PLCBD/XLCBD. In B we present a metacommunity simulated to test the type I error rate 

of PLCBD/XLCBD. In this situation Fobs must not be different from a null distribution of 

F values derived from a null model (using as critical value a=0.05). 
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Appendix S3 

Table S1 Provides the results for the raw data approach for calculating BDPhy, BDFun and 

their respective components PLCBD and XLCBD. 
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Table S1: Statistical performance, type I error (alpha 0.05) and power of BDPhy, BDFun and their components PLCBD and XLCBD calculated by the raw data approach. 

Scenario BDPhy BDFun PLCBD XLCBD 

Rejection rate Rejection rate Mean R2 TI site TI taxa Pw site Pw taxa Mean R2 TI site TI taxa Pw site Pw taxa 

W1,P0,X

0 

0.04 0.05 0.44±0.18 0.94 0.04 - - 0.25±0.15 0.82 0.03 - - 

W1,P1,X

0 

0.98 0.05 0.78±0.16 - - 0.98 0.80 0.22±0.17 0.67 0.05 - - 

W1,P0,X

1 

0.05 1 0.45±0.17 0.95 0.03 - - 0.90±0.04 - - 1 1 

W1,P1,X

1 

0.96 1 0.53±0.14 - - 0.98 0.66 0.60±0.10 - - 1 0.96 

 

Scenario = different scenarios used to simulate metacommunities; TI site = type I error for site shuffle procedure; TI taxa = type I error for taxa shuffle procedure; Pw site = 

statistical power for site shuffle procedure; Pw taxa = statistical power for taxa shuffle procedure.



 

 

Appendix S4 

Phylogenetic hypothesis and species traits 

We constructed a phylogenetic tree describing the evolutionary relationship among fish 

species of Ivinhema River Basin using as a backbone phylogeny the hypothesis proposed 

by Betancur-R et al. (2013). We used other works with specific groups (Santos, 2007; 

Oliveira et al. 2011; Nakatani et al. 2011; Armbruster, 2004; Sullivan et al. 2013; Lavoué 

et al. 2012; Hertwig, 2007) to complement and improve the resolution of some families 

present in the backbone phylogeny. Species present in the sampled sites, but absent in the 

phylogeny. were replaced by the phylogenetically most closely related species available 

in the Betacur-R et al. (2013) phylogeny. Species with poorly established phylogenetic 

relationships, and for which we could not find any study to help elucidate their position, 

were included at family level, which generated some polytomies in the tree. The 

phylogeny was data by applying the BLADJ (Branch Length Adjustment) algorithm in 

Phylocom software (Webb et al. 2008), which estimates the length of non-dated nodes 

evenly through dated nodes. Dated nodes were those provided by Betancur-R et al. 

(2013). The phylogeny used to obtain cophenetic distance among species, dated in million 

years, is presented in Figure S4 
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Figure S4: Phylogenetic hypothesis used to obtain cophenetic distance among stream fish 

species from Ivinhema River Basin, dated in million years. 



 

 

 

We adopted a broad definition of functional traits as being those attributes of species 

that directly or indirectly influenc species performance (e.g. growth, reproduction, 

mortality). In summary, we selected a set of functional traits that are related to feeding, 

habitat occupation and life history (Gatz Jr. 1979; Winemiller, 1991; Oliveira, 2005). 

Some linear measures and areas of morphological structures were taken on the left side 

of three to five adult individuals in order to avoid trait differences do to ontogenetic 

variation in traits. Others measures (trophic level and maximum length) we obtained from 

Fishbase (Froese and Pauly, 2013), an online database for fishes. All measures used in 

this work along with their characteristics and definitions are summarized in Table S2. 
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Table S2: Functional attributes used to obtain functional distance for fish communities of Ivinhema River Basin 

Functional attribute/ 

Ecomorphological 

index 

Definition  Functional category 
Type (continuous 

or categorical) 

Maximum length (ML) Maximum length known for the specie or the length of the longest 

specimen sampled. Measured as the distance between the anterior part 

of the head and the end of the caudal fin. 

Habitat use, life 

history characteristics 

and diet. 

continuous  

Relative eye area 

(REA) 

Ratio between the horizontal distance between margin of eyes and 

squared maximum length. High values are associated with species with 

greater visual capacity and that inhabit upper areas in the water column 

(Gatz Jr., 1979). 

Diet, habitat use. continuous 

Vertical position of eye 

(VPE) 

Ratio between the vertical distance to the center of pupil and height of 

head. This measure is associated with foraging position of species in the 

water column. High values indicate benthonic fishes, low values 

indicate nektonic fishes. (Gatz Jr., 1979). 

Habitat use continuous 

Relative height (RH) Ratio between maximum vertical distance and maximum length. 

Inversely related with water velocity and related to ascendant and 

descendant movements (Gatz Jr., 1979; Winemiller, 1991). 
 

Locomotion, habitat 

use. 

continuous  



 

 

Aspect-ratio caudal fin 

(ACF) 

Ratio between the squared maximum vertical distance of caudal fin and 

area of caudal fin. High values indicate greater swimming capacity 

(Gatz Jr., 1979; Breda, Oliveira & Goulart, 2005). 

Locomotion. continuous 

Relative caudal 

peduncle length (CPL) 

Ratio between distance from posterior proximal margin of anal fin and 

maximum length. Longer peduncles indicate species adapted to rifles 

(Oliveira, 2005). 

Locomotion. continuous 

Relative mouth width 

(MW) 

Ratio between horizontal distance measured inside of fully open mouth 

at widest point and maximum length. Greater values indicate species 

with preferences for larger prey (Gatz Jr., 1979). 

Diet. continuous  

Trophic level (TL) Species position in the food web, estimated as 1 plus the mean of trophic 

level of food items in the diet, weighted by the contribution of different 

food items. 

Diet. categorical 
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Taxonomic, functional and phylogenetic contribution of species 

Calculation with the raw data approach allows BD to be decomposed into one additional 

source of variation — species contribution to beta diversity (SCBD). We calculated the 

original SCBD for species of Ivinhema River Basin, as well as the phylogenetic and 

functional  SCBD (namely PSCBD and XSCBD, respectively). Figure S3 illustrates the 

rank of species contribution relative to these three components of biodiversity. Each dot 

represents a species, species names in each graphic represent the three most important 

species to total BD. 

 

Figure S4: Species rank based on their contribution to BD, BDPhy and BSFun. Each dot 

represents a species and the names in each graphic represent the three most important 

species. The silhouette is a representative of each group of most important species. 

Appendix S5 

We provide an R function that extends the calculation of BD to include phylogenetic and 

functional dimensions of diversity using raw data and distance-based approaches, this 

function and all the updates can be found at 

https://github.com/GabrielNakamura/BetaDiv_extension. The function calculates the 

original metric proposed by Legendre and Cáceres (2015), called here WLCBD, and the 

two new metrics proposed in the present study, PLCBD and XLCBD for phylogenetic 

SCBD PSCBD XSCBD

Species rank

Sp
ec

ie
s 

co
nt

rib
ut

io
n Astyanax fasciatus

Astyanax paranae
Hypostomus iheringii

Crenicichla britskii
Ciclasoma paranaense

Phaloceros harpagos

Gymnotus sylvius
Gymnotus inaequilabiatus

Synbranchus marmoratus



 

 

and functional dimensions, respectively. We also provide in the function two null models 

to test the significance of the contribution of each community to the three components of 

diversity. The first null model, called site shuffle, tests the null hypothesis that the local 

contribution is a result of random community structure. The second null model, called 

taxa shuffle, tests the null hypothesis that the local contribution of communities for the 

functional and phylogenetic dimensions is the result of random phylogenetic or functional 

structure.  

Rejection of the first null hypothesis (p<0.05) generated by site-shuffle, indicates 

that the contribution of a site to beta diversity is a result of a non-random mechanism that 

structures the observed community composition (species co-occurring in sites). Rejection 

of the second null hypothesis (p<0.05) generated by taxa shuffle, indicates that the local 

contribution to functional and phylogenetic diversity is the result of functional or 

phylogenetic similarities observed between species. 
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